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WELCOME

IT’S GREAT news that the Glamping Show is going ahead
on 17-19 September. We are very pleased to be able to
support the show and hope to see readers there for a bit
of face to face.
I am sure many of you revelled in the eco-positives of
lockdown, delighting in the return of dolphins to Venice,
the surge in wild flower planting from new gardeners
and the plummet of air pollution to levels last seen in
the 1950s, but there’s work to be done to combat the flip side of the coin. I was
shocked to hear statistics relating to the environmental impact of disposable
PPE and how much the ‘new normal’ at events is likely to contribute to the
problem. Thank goodness for people like Selina Donald of creative agency The
Bulb. So good is her guide for venues and event organisers on their responsibility
to both attendee safety and environmental care post-lockdown we have
dedicated five pages to it, publishing the work in its entirety. Please read and
share with your colleagues.
If you are keen to continue the momentum of what lockdown thinking has
engendered in many, both cabin builder Nick Sneller and landscape architect
Emma Reed agree. They talk about how putting sustainability and biodiversity
top of your agenda will reap rewards in a new look tourism landscape for more
than the environment alone.
The theme of low and positive impact enterprise is also demonstrated by
the business ethos at both Comrie Croft, our function venue case study, and
Browsholme Hall, home of Amanda Parker who we speak to in Entrepreneur’s
Chat. Enjoy!
Tally Wade
Editor / Publisher
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The new Caboose Maverick glamping pod will be
launched at the Glamping Show 2020. The flat pack
design can be erected in five minutes and easily moved.
www.cabooseandco.com
WWW.OPENAIRBUSINESS.COM
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Hospitality Sector Showing
Signs of Recovery

THE EVENTS Industry Forum
has updated its guidance on
keeping audiences and workers
safe at events following the
Prime Minister’s announcement
about new restrictions on
groups of people getting
together. In a statement, it
said: “This relates to gatherings
of groups within an event, it
does not apply to the numbers
allowed to attend an event
which, as set out in the EIF/
DCMS guidance, should be
established by risk assessment.
“Under the new regulations
announced this week, groups
from more than one household
are limited to six and organisers
should take this into account in
their risk assessments and do
all they can to ensure they stay
in separate groups.”
Track & Trace also becomes
a legal requirement from 18
September.

Hotel Diversifies with Tipi Tea Room
WITH THEIR weddings and
events business on hold,
The Wroxeter Hotel, near
Shrewsbury, has launched the
Woodland Café in a tipi in its
beautiful grounds.
Kayleigh Owen, of the
Wroxeter, said: “Covid-19 has
obviously meant we have
been unable to host weddings
and other events so we took
the decision to open the
Woodland Café. It’s proved to
be really popular with visitors
as it’s something different –
you don’t go for tea in a tipi
very often.
“We started out offering

WROXETER HOTEL

Updated
Guidance
for Events

EVENT BOOKING platform Venue Scanner has reported a 267 per cent increase in venue booking
requests from April to July. Based on a sample of 2,221 venue booking requests, private events
made up 89 per cent, with 11 per cent coming from businesses. This is in stark contrast to data
from the same period in 2019 where 47 per cent of bookings came from private events and 53 per
cent from businesses.
Rebecca Kelly, CEO and founder of VenueScanner, said: “There’s no doubt that hospitality has
been one of, if not the hardest, hit industries across the UK so it is really encouraging to see these
early signs of recovery as consumer confidence starts to pick up again. We need to ensure that
appetite for corporate event space catches up with consumer demand to really drive this recovery.”
Other data reveals that 19 per cent of enquiries were for garden and outdoor space, 13 per cent
for restaurants and seven per cent for hotels, while just two per cent were for meeting rooms. 500
enquiries were for wedding receptions.

tea, coffee and cake but things
have grown and we now also
serve breakfasts, Sunday

lunches and have a specials
board. Visitors have taken to it
and we have been really busy.”

Proposed Changes
to Marriage Rules
THE LAW Commission is proposing changes
to the rules around weddings in England and
Wales allowing couples to marry in private
gardens, parks and beaches without the need
for a separate legal ceremony in another place
such as a church or registry office.
Professor Nick Hopkins, family law
commissioner at the Law Commission, said:
“Our proposals would give couples the freedom
to choose the wedding venue they want and a
ceremony that is meaningful for them.”
The Law Commission wants non-religious
belief organisations to be able to conduct
legally-binding weddings and is considering
‘remote’ weddings. A report on the proposals
will be published next year.
4
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Outdoor Transmission of Covid-19
PARKRUN HAS published findings of a rapid review of evidence for outdoor
transmission of Covid-19. The research was commissioned by parkrun and
undertaken by the Centre for Sport, Physical Education and Activity Research
(spear) at Canterbury Christ Church University, Kent.
The review concludes the risk of Covid-19 transmission outdoors is low, if
‘natural social distancing’ rules are not breached.

Hoxton Hotel
Glampsite at
Eynsham Hall

CONSTABLE PARK
is currently under
construction on
the River Stour in
Brantham. Owners Ian
and Sarah Williams
hope to be ready to
open for May half term
2021.
Mr Williams decided
to invest in the new
venture after running
Anglia Adventures
for more than 20 years and received a rural
development grant to help with the build.
Accommodation will feature a luxury lodge
sleeping four, three pods in converted steel
containers with green roofs, two shower
blocks, a toilet block and seven bell tents
positioned around a fire pit. The tents will
eventually be replaced with timber pods.
The whole site is off-grid, using solar energy, and includes a café and
kayak and paddle board hire. Two bookings for weddings have already
been taken and local schools plan to bring groups in the summer.

Edinburgh Festival Builds
Playground Stages
THE SHUTDOWN of Edinburgh International Festival’s (EIF) live events
this year inspired the creation of the Play On: Stages project. Expected
to run for two+ years, the initiative is building stages in primary school
playgrounds for performing, playing and learning.
Entirely funded by the festival, a pilot project has been created at
Hermitage Park Primary in Leith, where pupils will be encouraged to stage
their own shows and artists can work with children on creative projects.
A spokesman for the EIF said: “Play On: Stages is a project building
stage structures in consultation with schools, bringing playgrounds to life
and providing teachers with an outdoor platform from which to develop
learning and creative activities.”

WHITE HART INN

CAMP HOX

FOR THE month of August, The Hoxton hotel group set
up a glamping site named Camp Hox, in the grounds of
the eighteenth century Eynsham Hall. The site featured
12 fully stocked Lotus Belle tents and, in keeping with
the luxury brand, a pour-your-own Graham’s white
port and tonic bar, 24/7 hosts and someone to do the
washing up.

CONSTABLE PARK

Glamping and Adventure
in Constable Country

Forward Thinking
Pub Adds Pods

RYAN BUCHANAN

THE WHITE Hart Inn in Margaretting, Essex, has added six
more dining pods to the four installed in 2018 and has been
booked up ever since. The pods can hold up to five people
and can be rotated 360 degrees to face each other.
The forward thinking pub was granted permission in
January 2020 and the investment has paid off with the
demand for socially distanced dining since lockdown eased.
WWW.OPENAIRBUSINESS.COM
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PRODUCT
Two Exclusives for
Pop-Up Accommodation

New Owners
for Tithe Barn
Shepherd Huts
AT THE end of July, the ownership
and operation of Tithe Barn Shepherd
Huts passed over to Rob and Di
Miller. The family team also owns and
operates The Really Interesting Tent
Company, which has been producing
top quality yurts since 2004.
“Back in 2016, Di and I started
looking to acquire or establish a
business that we could really enjoy
working on together,” says Rob. “In
searching businesses for sale I came
across The Really Interesting Tent
Company and, after viewing and
various discussions, we were very
happy to officially take it over. Many
of our glamping customers also
operated shepherd huts as part of
their offering and by chance we learnt
that the founding owners of Tithe
Barn were looking to retire. To cut a
long story short we started a dialogue
and completed the acquisition at the
end of July.
“Both companies complement each
other well, not only serving the same
customer base in the main but also
utilising our workshop facilities in East
Yorkshire and team of skilled artisans
who build the frames for the yurts.
“It’s been a very busy first six
weeks but rewarding as we meet
new customers and, in a number of
instances, have supplied them with
both a shepherds hut kit and a yurt.
www.shepherd-huts.com
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ALTHOUGH NOT the year
that any of us could’ve
predicted, the team at
Caboose & Co. has used the
lull in the events sector to its
advantage, got the crayons
out and is proud to be
launching not one but two
new products to the pop-up
accommodation market.
The team jumped at
the chance to answer the
call from an increasing
UK staycation market
that wanted more choice
of high-end, luxury
glamping products. With
an already impressive
fleet of converted shipping
containers, Caboose & Co.
is delighted to exclusively
unveil ‘The Maverick’
at The Glamping Show
(17-19 September) – a
revolutionary UK-first
flat-pack glamping pod

that can be taken off-grid
and installed in just five
minutes.
Be sure to also add
Showman’s Show Digital
(21-22 October) to your
diary and see the second

exclusive product launch.
See ‘The Maverick’ for
yourselves at The Glamping
Show. For pre-order
enquiries visit
www.cabooseandco.com or
call 01273 086368.

Rural Business Network –
Digital Innovator
RECENTLY LAUNCHED, Rural Business Network
is a finalist in the British Farming Awards’ Digital
Innovator of the Year category. Proud farmer and
founder Jo Martin is thrilled that Rural Business
Network has been shortlisted. “It will be a game
changer for our community and help build my
vision of providing networking opportunities,
sharing best practice and developing new
opportunities for rural businesses to thrive.
“I entered the awards to raise awareness and
build the credibility of Rural Business Network,
which opened for membership on 1 April this
year. Rural businesses need support more
than ever in diversifying, creating and growing
enterprises that maintain communities in so
many ways”.
The winners will be announced at a virtual
event on 21 October. www.rbn.org.uk
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DANDY, BRUCE Starke and Marquee Floors,
three of the most recognised brands in the
industry, have now been brought together
as one to create Likewise Matting – a
distributor of floorcoverings and matting.
With each of the businesses having been
established for over 150 years, the team at
Likewise has extensive knowledge of the
industry and believes that the company
is in a strong position to offer a wider and
more diverse product range to customers.
Marquee Floors is the original home of
the Dandy Dura events matting and most
recently has access to supplying more
types of flooring including laminates,
vinyl and landscape grass. Marquee
Floors supplies traditional high quality
matting for use in marquees, party tents
and at indoor/outdoor exhibitions and
functions. Its world renowned Dandy Dura

YORKSHIRE YURTS

A New Name in
Marquee, Event
and Glampsite
Flooring

polypropylene matting is available in seven
different colours, cut length pieces and
bespoke shapes.
The traditional, high quality DandyCoco
is 100 per cent natural woven coir matting
and is used in many situations ranging
from cricket pitches and stately homes to

country cottages and horse trailers.
To help enhance your structures, a
variety of complementary glamping and
sundry products are offered. New for 2020
is Dandy Dura half-moons and, later this
year, a larger range of sheepskin rugs.
www.marqueefloors.co.uk

Whether you are looking
to expand your portfolio of
overnight accommodation
or to create a one-off
special space at home, our
contemporary, sustainable
structures offer something
beautiful and truly unique
Low impact, sustainable
luxury structures inspired
by nature for private
landowners and the
hospitality sector
Manufactured offsite,
fast installation & off-grid
options
No need for traditional
foundations - can be sited
on uneven terrain & beside
trees
3 nature inspired designs:
The Seed, The Poppy & The
Bud
www.urbanblossom.co.uk
hello@urbanblossom.co.uk

“Go where you feel most alive”

PRODUCT
CampPlus Expands with Social Enterprise

Bothy
Brilliance

IN A unique collaboration between
artist Bobby Niven and architect Iain
MacLeod, art meets architecture
in a stunning new piece of Scottish
design. Taking glamping and the
simple cabin to a new level, the Artist
Bothy is a prefabricated multipurpose
space designed to bring its users
closer to nature.
Built in Scotland from sustainable
materials, it is inspired by an artist
residency space conceived by
Niven and MacLeod in the Scottish
Highlands. That initial structure
marked the beginning of the Bothy
Project – a non-profit organisation
that operates an expanding network
of unique residency spaces created in
collaboration with artists, designers
and makers.
Created to work either on or
off-grid, the classic design evokes
traditional agricultural dwellings
designed to blend into their
surroundings. Taking its name from
the Scottish term for a small hut
used as a mountain shelter, the Artist
Bothy takes this a step further by
combining striking contemporary
design with a hand-crafted purposebuilt structure, creating a space
suitable for longer stays.
The bothy is built to last a
lifetime and is designed with care
to impact minimally on its setting. A
commitment to craftsmanship and
honest, hard-wearing materials lends
the bothy a robust yet cosy character.
The Artist Bothy is available from
£29,000 turnkey through Bothy
Project’s trading arm, Bothy Stores.
Finance is available.
www.bothystores.com
8
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CAMPPLUS IS a Dutch manufacturer of pitch side
en-suite bathroom pods. There has been a recent
spike in demand due to Covid-19 and the team is
expecting this trend to continue in coming years.
To satisfy this, CampPlus has moved into a new
larger 6,400 square foot facility near Rotterdam.
There is also additional space available for further
expansion as required.
Production is now carried out in a social
enterprise workplace where the high-quality
commercial pods are manufactured under the direction of experienced craftsmen. The added
level of quality control offered by the relocation guarantees a consistently high standard of unit.
This ethical business model not only ensures an outstanding product but also supports job
opportunities in the local community. Increased production capacity will enable CampPlus to
satisfy the high demand for its popular products for next season. www.campplus.co.uk

The Glamtainer

GLAMTAINER, THE award-winning
‘penthouse in a box’, has just been launched
by Glamping Innovations. The high-spec
extendable glass container features state of
the art engineering and is like nothing else
on the market.
Easy to relocate, the Glamtainer is
ideal for holiday parks, glamping sites
and landowners that want to offer unique
year round accommodation with little
maintenance. It is also perfect as a movable
office, granny annexe or even affordable
living in a post-Covid world.
The product can be supplied as an offgrid or plug-and-play unit so the options
are endless. It will withstand all weather
conditions, offering a cosy, unique boutique
experience for guests.
As a high-return investment, the ROI

is estimated at less than 16 months. The
product has a 40+ year lifespan and excellent
residual value.
“Staycations are increasing, the glamping
market changing and guests are not wanting
to compromise,” says Sara Gladstone, MD of
Glamping Innovations. “The expectation of
the experience is higher now than it has ever
been.” www.glampinginnovations.co.uk

Naked Flame Keeps the Fire Burning
IN 2018, Naked Flame became the authorised supplier
for Delivita enabling it to provide exclusive discounts
to the glamping industry on the whole Delivita outdoor
cooking range. The unique design of the ovens allows
them to be easily moved between units to hire out or
used by owners to present their own pizza evenings for
all guests.
The self-cleaning ovens are totally hassle free and
the cooking results are stunning. Far easier to run and
maintain than a classic BBQ, they also have the ‘wow’
factor.
The newly re-vamped Naked Flame website now includes the facility to buy all of its products
online. All tubs, saunas, ovens and extras are available to purchase through “click-buy”. This also
includes the Dough to Go products from Delivita, meaning pizza dough can be easily ordered
whenever needed.
Naked Flame’s owner Gareth Edwards, said: “The website’s click-buy feature has really added
a new element to our sales and gives customers the chance to browse through our products and
order whenever convenient. We try to continually evolve within the glamping market by adding
new and exciting products to our already very popular ones. We’re really proud to be able to offer
the Delivita range and unrivalled discounts to the glamping industry”. www.nakedtubs.com

L

Reluctantly, but for reasons I’m sure you can understand, for the first
time ever, we have decided not to exhibit at the Glamping Show this
year. However, we are expecting to be at the FBI show in November.
Visit our website to view our range of

Lodges
Canvas

Extensive Furnishings

www.safaritents.net

or call us to arrange a tent viewing
or a free site visit
You only have to look at the widespread adoption
of ‘glamping’ to see that there’s a growing desire for
different, more luxurious ways to enjoy an outdoor
holiday experience. Offering Canvas Lodges
is a cost effective way of attracting new
holidaymakers, or giving existing guests a
new & exciting accommodation option.

New for 2020

UK Based & Support

Opening 1st October

Display Ground

Visit us in Kent where you can view
our popular display models in a
safe environment.

0333 241 2660

sales@safaritents.net

safaritents.net

The Clock House, Mount Pleasant Farm, Peckham Bush, Kent TN12 5NE

Bespoke, Luxurious
Shepherd Huts

Greendown Shepherd Huts specialise in crafting premium,
bespoke shepherd huts that offer an unparalleled and timeless
level of luxury with all the versatility of a mobile living space.
Whatever you may need a shepherd hut for, we can deliver!

0117 986 9685

From our dedicated workshop in Saltford, our specialist team
deliver quality huts for shepherd hut lovers across the
country, from bed and breakfast owners looking for
something different, to private buyers and campsites.

www.greendownshepherdhuts.co.uk

AirForce® 1

MICRO WIND
TURBINE SYSTEM

FuturEnergy wind turbines
reliably harvest energy from
the wind quietly, eﬃciently
and cost eﬀectively. Wind
power provides a source of
alternative energy for many
where grid connection
is not an option.

• 24v and 48v versions. Solar-wind hybrid compatible
• Simple electrical installation
• ‘Internet of Things’ - remote monitoring and control
• Corrosion resistant materials throughout
• Rugged, simple design, minimal maintenance
Example installations: oﬀ-grid locations – telecoms power –
glamping/camping sites - agricultural buildings – boats and barges pumping solutions – humanitarian aid
Example applications: battery charging - water heating –
remote lighting – space heating
Full system price including Airforce® 1 Wind Turbine, AirForce Control,
Manual Stop Switch and Anemometer £2,250.00 inc. VAT

T 01789 450280 • E sales@futurenergy.co.uk • www.futurenergy.co.uk
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INDUSTRY NEWS

Tr
in

Salon Sett
Sett, the leading European outdoor hospitality
trade fair in Monpellier, France
CREATED IN 1978, Sett is the trade fair for
equipment and technical infrastructure in
tourism. For its 42nd year, it will take place
on 3-5 November at the Exhibition Center,
Montpellier, France.
Initiated by the Languedoc-Roussillon
Outdoor Hospitality Federation, Sett today
brings together seven other regional partner
federations and offers tourism specialists from
all over the world a broad range of products and
services.
With more than 650 exhibitors last year from
the outdoor accommodation, wellness, leisure
and green spaces sectors, the show covers
55,500 square metres in nine halls.
Over the years, this gathering has become
an annual venue for all tourism professionals
where they can exchange views and discuss the
sector’s key challenges. It also offers a unique
opportunity to find out more about the latest
innovations and trends that will guide the
investments necessary to equip and modernise
visitor facilities year-on-year.
The three days of the fair will be highlighted by
many special events, organised around:
› Innovation, with the Golden Sett awards to
honour the best innovations in the sector
› Information, with a program of talks on topics
including regulations, legal aspects, tax and
health and safety concerns
› Conviviality, with numerous meetings among
professionals
› The Ecosett – new this year, this mark
highlights eco-friendly exhibitors online and at
the show.

OAB’s Top Picks
Chalet TEMPO
www.chalet-tempo.com
A specialist in the manufacture and installation of ‘wood cottages’
throughout Europe, Chalet TEMPO has created an innovative range of
six different contemporary-style models. Check out Jazz, Pop, Folk, Rock
(pictured), Slow, Electro, Country and Remix!

Lodges CIAT
www.lodges-ciat.com
Lodges CIAT has been designing
and manufacturing canvas tents
and lodges for 45 years and is a
brand of Habitat de Loisirs, part
of the Finadorm Group, which
also provides wooden chalets
and mobile homes.

COVID SAFETY
Sett’s team will provide every effort to ensure
the best sanitary conditions including:
› Temperature taken at entry and socially
distant queues
› Signage for social distancing and barriers
› Systematic and regular disinfection of
spaces (toilets, doors, airlock entrances etc.)
› Provision of masks and hydroalcoholic gel
› Outdoor areas
› Adapted catering spaces
› Dematerialisation of badges, catalogues,
floor plan etc.

WWW.OPENAIRBUSINESS.COM
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Hekipia
www.hekipia.com
Hekipia designs, manufactures and markets kit
chalets for glampsites and residential leisure parks.
Its two ranges, Gitotel and Gitane, provide both fixed
and mobile chalets, offering tailored solutions to suit
any space.

So Boya
www.soboya.com
So Boya offers the rental and sale of stretch tents
and furniture for events. The modularity of the
stretch canvas is ideal if you want to create an
original reception venue with character. They
can even go around trees!

Transylvanie Habitat
www.transylvaniehabitat.com
Trasylvanie Habitat offers a range of 100 per cent
glulam turnkey chalets from 20-35 m² sleeping two
to eight. They are designed using a sociological
study on the expectations of outdoor hotel
customers.
Coco Sweet
www.beneteau-group.com/marques-services/coco-sweet/
Designed as a fun, designer alternative to classic tents and mobile
homes, Coco Sweet is both functional and cosy, offering one or two
bedrooms and a fully functioning kitchen. Available for sale or longterm rental.

SEE YOU THERE!
Salon Sett will be held on 3-5 November at the Exhibition
Center, Montpellier, France. Get your free pass at
www.salonsett.com/en
12
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nick@wild-hart.co.uk
www.wild-hart.co.uk
07971869058

glamping pods
perfect for even
the most remote locations

“Revitalise your ability to re-engage with nature”

free design plans
bespoke build
off-grid solutions
low maintenance
fast return on investment

WILD HART
PLAY

CABINS

HOME

contact us for a free no-obligation quote

premium quality amazing value

www.podzrus.com

07767733044
Tel. 01474 761051

Keeping you
powered
wherever
you
are

I N N O VAT I V E
DESIGNS

REMOTE
L O C AT I O N S

SOLAR
BASED

Off grid power specialists

Innovative off grid solar based power solutions
www.portablepowertech.com

Scotia Cabins supply and install the only
UK-made BBQ Cabins across the country.

We also supply and install UK-made self-catering
accommodation in a variety of different styles, finishes
and sizes to suit your location.

Office: 01738 850203
Mobile: 07921 866 967
www.scotiacabins.co.uk
Follow us on social media for more product offers - ‘scotiacabins’
WWW.OPENAIRBUSINESS.COM
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ENTREPRENEUR’S CHAT

Amanda
Parker

Following a surprise inheritance Robert and Amanda Parker moved to Lancashire. 35
years later they launched as a venue and haven’t looked back since. We talk to Amanda

WWW.OPENAIRBUSINESS.COM
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“THE HALL
HAS ALWAYS
BEEN A HOME
AND HAS
BEEN IN THE
PARKER FAMILY
FOR OVER 500
YEARS, SINCE
IT WAS BUILT
IN 1507”

SOMETIMES INHERITANCE can be a surprise, and it certainly
was when Robert Parker, aged 20, was left the then dilapidated
Browsholme Hall in 1975 by his unmarried fourth cousin once
removed.
A unique Grade I historic house, the hall sits within the Forest of
Bowland AONB with its own gardens and parkland. “It was not an
inheritance for the faint hearted!” says Amanda Parker, Robert’s
wife. “Once an estate of 2,000 acres, much of the land was sold in
the 1960s, and with the remaining 420 acres yielding little income,
the hall itself was in severe decline. Robert’s family moved from
Cambridge to Lancashire in 1978. We married in 1985 and Robert’s
parents ran the estate, overseeing the restorations. We took over in
the 90s.”
Amanda studied at Newcastle University before being offered a
place on the graduate scheme with Barclays Bank. She went on to
hold a variety of positions including five years working part time at
an event management company handling bespoke events for large
companies including ICI, which stood her in great stead for future
diversification of the hall.
Robert worked for the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food,
as it was, then for the CLA as a rural business advisor.
“We were living in London but were called back to the hall to help
Robert’s parents in 1987,” says Amanda. “The hall has always been
a home and has been in the Parker family for over 500 years, since
it was built in 1507. This makes it one of the oldest English family
homes. Robert’s parents lived in the East wing and we had the rest
of it. Our children Eleanor and Roland were born here and now live
nearby.”
Browsholme has been open to the public since 1955. “This doesn’t
bring in much money,” says Amanda. “So we both initially had full
time jobs to pay for the upkeep of everything.”
The couple tried a number of diversification ideas including
paintballing in the woodlands. “I wanted it to be an experience
where people came and enjoyed the facilities for leisure purposes
but, about six years in, paintballing became competitive. It became a
sport and less appealing to us so we closed it.”
VENUE VENTURE
In around 2007 Browsholme’s tenant farmer needed new facilities.
“He came to us and said that the farm buildings were just not up to
modern farming. He was right of course so we put new buildings up
and were left thinking what to do with the old ones.
“Robert was working as technical advisor for Historic Houses and
saw what other places were doing with weddings and events so we
went to our local Barclays branch and had a conversation with the
agricultural manager, Wayne. He has been with the branch for over
30 years and has made a massive difference to our business.”
By 2010 the outbuildings had been converted and the couple was
shocked to find that the 17 weddings they had anticipated turned
into 24 in the first year, rising to 35 in year two!
We employed a local lady who had over 10 years’ experience
in weddings and she helped us set everything up. The three of us
made a good team with my background in numbers and money and
Robert’s in buildings, property and design.
Browsholme also targets corporate event bookers, offering
conferences, awaydays and adventure training. “Weddings are just
a part of what we do. They are wonderful and definitely nice to have
but we always set out to offer more, and with my experience in
business events they were a natural fit.”
Among clients through the door have been VisitEngland, the
National Trust, BASC, Smiths Gore, The CLA, Marketing Lancashire,
the Hodder Valley Agricultural Show and Gardens Trust.
“We also offer group activities and team building through our
partners See Events, Segway Events and the Bear Grylls Survival
Academy.”
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A TRANSFORMATION
Amanda describes the launch of Browsholme as a venue as
transformative. “We were astonished, but in a good way,” she says.
“It allowed sufficient income to invest in the house and gardens,
and modernise. Everything is now tidy and cared for rather than
desperate. I’d hate for it to be immaculate though, the appeal is that
Browsholme is lived in.”
A grant from the Country House Federation helped with the
restoration of the Tithe Barn and the addition of a ground source
heat pump. 10 glamping pods were also added using money from a
national fund.
“Thank goodness for the glamping,” says Amanda. “We put it in
as an obvious addition to the venue so guests could stay but it really
came into its own this year with Covid and we are making decent
money from it with holiday bookings now and throughout the
autumn.
“Looking after holidaymakers is very different to looking after
event guests, and it is rather nice this year being able to see families
walking around the grounds and lake with their children – it would
have been very quiet otherwise!”
Browsholme now offers four distinct venue options including the
Cart Shed, which doubles as the tea rooms and is perfect for private
dining and small events of up to 20 people. “We opened it in March
this year and it is lovely but Covid had put paid to it seeing much
use!”
The Lily Pond has also been restored along with the Wilderness,
an informal part of the gardens shaped in the form of the Union
Jack to celebrate the 1707 Act of the Union. “Next week we start on
a structure in the Wilderness for outdoor ceremonies.”

Perfect your outdoor
lounge space
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For large events, the Tithe Barn and courtyard offers capacity
for 120 guests. “My technical skills were put to good use here as I
designed the lighting system, which is still looking great 10 years
on.” In the house itself, the Regency Drawing Room is an elegant,
historic space for civil ceremonies and, new for 2021, is Lonesome
Pine – a unique woodland setting.
“We are creating an outdoor classroom under the canopy of a
huge Scots Pine. We worked with Lancaster University and the head
teacher at Clitheroe Royal Grammar School to devise a programme
of cross curriculum activities aimed at secondary schools initially.
The syllabus includes sustainable building courses incorporating
renewable technologies. We were ready to go but Covid put the
kibosh on things.”
IT’S ALL ABOUT THE PEOPLE
Amanda and Robert care deeply about the people that work at
Browsholme and are rightly proud of their team of two full time
event planners, two full time groundsmen, three admin and
cleaning members and several part time and seasonal event
workers.
“There is a strong community element to what we do,” says
Amanda. “We hold lots of community events and almost everyone
who works here lives within seven miles.
“We have always had the understanding that Browsholme would
never be forced onto the children. They have their own careers and
interests and the house itself is expensive to keep. We also want to
pass on the ethos of looking after the people who make it what it is.
“The children are already involved in some of the operations.
They set up a catering company called Bowbearers which offers
pizzas and hog roasts. It is named after Robert’s official title, the
Bowbearer of Forest of Bolland – a title traditionally given to a
noble who acted as ceremonial attendant to the Lord of Bowland,
latterly the King, by carrying his hunting bow.”
Sustainability is also fundamental to Amanda and Robert
and their efforts have been recognised by Green Tourism, which
awarded Browsholme a Gold. “We have renewable energy
everywhere and all the timber for our structures comes from our
woodland. We are also a three time winner at the local tourism
awards in the sustainable, inclusive and wedding venue categories.
We went on to take Silver at VisitEngland’s national awards for
sustainability.”
At the end of the day, Browsholme is first and foremost a home.
“It’s not too big so is manageable but is certainly not cheap to
run!” says Amanda. “Browsholme is a lovely place to live and we’ll
be here as long as it remains a pleasure to do so. The house and
grounds are glorious and unique and we are focused on doing
what we do really well. It feels wonderful when that hard work is
recognised.”

DETAILS
Browsholme Hall
Clitheroe Road
Cow Ark, Clitheroe
Lancashire BB7 3DE
01254 827160
www.browsholme.com
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07813 180 085 info@escapeglampingpods.co.uk

www.escapeglampingpods.co.uk

IS IT
JUST
ME, OR
ARE THESE
KITCHENS
THAT SMALL?
• Robust powder coated steel
• Compact kitchens to suit a
range of needs

01206 545700
www.elfinkitchens.co.uk

• Pre-built for low installation costs
• Variety of sizes to fit all spaces
• Quality branded appliances

Call On:

01527
821848

A 30 year
guarantee on
steel frame
and chassis
A Riverside Shepherd Hut can be Whatever you Want

View our huts in a relaxed,
domestic atmosphere with a
cup of tea and a slice of cake!
• Insulated walls, floor and roof
for year round use
• Choice of exteriors – larchwood,
corrugated or red cedar

• Self contained - ready to rent out.
Accommodation, home office,
play room - you dream it, we’ll build it!
hello@riversidesheperdhuts.co.uk

From the 16ft Traditional
Hut… to the huge 30ft
Shepherd’s Lodge
HANDMADE
IN BRITAIN

www.riversidesheperdhuts.co.uk
WWW.OPENAIRBUSINESS.COM
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11 & 12 NOV
NEC, BIRMINGHAM
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&

DIVERSIFY YOUR LAND

1,000

EXHIBITORS
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SPEAKERS

18,000
VISITORS

REGISTER FOR FREE TICKETS FARMBUSINESSSHOW.CO.UK | #FARMBIZ

FUNCTION VENUES

CASE STUDY

Comrie
Croft

An award winning farmstead conversion
for weddings, events, conferences and
eco-camping on the edge of the Highlands
With a strong ethos of sustainability, owner Andrew Donaldson
has evolved his farm organically to offer an informal yet beautiful
venue for celebrations, business events, holidays and adventure. We talk to him about what
makes Comrie Croft so special and running a ‘positive impact’ business.

When did you start your venue
business and what is its history?
Comrie Croft was a farm, then a
bunkhouse and then, in 2006, my
girlfriend and I were looking for a
wedding venue and thought… why
not in our own place?!
The farmstead has loads of
character, there was a barn and
cow sheds that we could clean up,
plus there are 231 acres of woods
and meadows to choose from for
the ceremony. So that’s what we
did, and since then we’ve had the
pleasure of hosting lots of lovely
couples and their loved ones. The
Croft has evolved organically – it
now also includes a wildlife friendly

flower farm, a field-to-fork café,
Nordic katas, camping and a
mountain biking shop and trails.
Tell us about your location
and site
Comrie is located on the Highland
fault line – to the north it’s all
mountains and wilderness as far as
the eye can see, while to the south
it’s rolling farmland and low hills,
but no less beautiful. We are on the
west edge of the Loch Lomond and
Trossachs National Park, an area
of outstanding natural beauty. It’s
a handy location too; despite the
mountains, we’re only half an hour
from Glasgow or Edinburgh.

It’s a very relaxed, green and
farmy setting – ideal for folk who
prefer a more informal feel than a
hotel. With a wide range of indoor
and outdoor spaces, rooms for up
to 74 guests, and with glamping
and camping options on top,
we are told it is an ideal venue
for a wedding or event where
people want to spend more time
connecting with each other and
with nature.
What facilities for outdoor do
you offer?
We’ve got a large barn (capacity
200), spruced up cow shed
(with underfloor heating!),
courtyard with firepit, farmstead
accommodation for up to 74
guests, eco camping in Nordic katas
and 231 wild acres.
What services do you offer?
We offer a venue for DIY weddings
large or small, events and activities,
particularly mountain biking.
We offer complete freedom to
choose suppliers for a wedding
or event while also being able to
recommend some really excellent
local caterers and other suppliers.
Describe how you researched and
sourced your structures
Nordic katas are the Scandinavian
WWW.OPENAIRBUSINESS.COM
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version of a tipi. Originally they
would have been made of reindeer
skins. Ours began life as off-theshelf Swedish tents but, like much
at Comrie Croft, have evolved
and improved as the years have
gone by. We are now on the mark
IV versions which are completely
hand-built onsite and completely
unique to the Croft. They are like
a hybrid between a tent and a
cabin, with a Scottish weatherproof
exterior and a warm and cosy
wood-lined interior.

How do you work with your
customers to make their events
unique?
We give all our guests freedom to do
things their own way – no idea is too
crazy! We are here to give ideas too
if they are wanted, and to use our
extensive local network of contacts
and suppliers. As a result, no two
weddings or events here have ever
been the same.
How do you publicise yourself?
Mostly by word of mouth and through
social media.

FUNCTION VENUES

How would you describe your
style or unique selling point?
Informal. Beautiful. Rooted in
nature and our community.
We have recently been accepted
as a member of the Long Run
Alliance, through which we
are committed to planning for
and achieving sustainability
through the 4Cs – Conservation,
Community, Culture and
Commerce.
What challenges have you faced?
Growing pains! We are pursuing
business with a purpose – to make
the world a slightly better place.
But it hasn’t always been easy and
we have had failure along the way
and celebrate for what they’ve
taught us. Such as the Osprey
viewing enterprise that we set
up and invested in for over two
years only for the Ospreys to leave
when their nest was destroyed by
storms… twice!
How has Covid-19 impacted you?
All of our team were furloughed
to begin with. We are blessed by
the fact that we have a diverse
business, so are not completely
dependent on weddings and
events. We’ve taken each day as it

comes, done our best to treat all
the couples caught up in the chaos
as we would like to be treated
ourselves, and planned for a
future where events and weddings
will return, but possibly in quite
different ways.
How large is your team – any
special people you’d like to
mention?
There are over 30 people
working at the croft in total and
they all deserve a mention for
their extraordinary flexibility,
commitment and the hard work
they’ve put in over the past few
months.
We also have an awesome
board of directors who generously
give of their time, expertise and
wisdom: Malize Donaldson, John
Sinclair, Andrew Scott and James
Donaldson.
Have you worked with any
industry bodies or consultants?
The Scottish Tourism Alliance,
Scottish Agritourism, Wild
Scotland and the Association of
British Wedding Businesses have
all been an amazing source of
information, help, support and
connection to government.

WWW.OPENAIRBUSINESS.COM
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What are your plans for next
season?
Outdoor kitchens for our Nordic
katas. Red squirrel and beaver
walking safaris. Continuation of the
transformation of our farmstead
accommodation from bunkhouse
to Eco Lodge.

ADDRESS BOOK
OUTDOOR STRUCTURES
Self-built by our team – the late
George Sloan, Martin Bunyard and
Daniel Greenan
FURNITURE
Remake Scotland
www.remakescotland.co.uk

Describe your average day
mid-season
Meet the team. Cup of tea. Emails.
Show some people around.
Perhaps an outdoor job like
cutting down next year’s firewood.
Business planning.
What do you enjoy about the
business and why?
It’s a people business and while
that can be a source of frustration
at times (common sense isn’t
always common!), it is also a joy
and gives me energy. I love getting
to know our guests when it’s
possible. Also, being outdoors and
that no two days are ever the same.
What other outdoor hospitality
sectors do you operate eg.
glamping, outdoor events/
festivals?
We operate in all of these
sectors and more! We need to
plan carefully to make sure that
functions, festivals, glamping and
24
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LIGHTING
Bluestar Electrics
www.bluestarelectrics.com

activities don’t impact on each
other. Sometimes this means
staggered timing (eg. nothing else
takes place at the same time as
a festival) or using the space we
have to ensure one thing doesn’t
impact on another. With thoughtful
planning we find that everything
we do has complementary linkages
and it works.
What are you most proud of?
Building a fantastic team who have
built a positive-impact business
from scratch.
What advice could you give
to someone coming into the
industry?
Take risks, network and just do it!

HEATING
Alba Heat and Power
www.albaheatandpower.co.uk
FLOORING
Glenearn Flooring
www.glenearn.co.uk
DIRECTORY SITES
Bridebook www.bridebook.co.uk
Truly Quirky Wedding Venues
www.trulyquirkyweddingvenues.co.uk
INSURANCE
Insure Scotland
www.insurescotland.com
DETAILS
Comrie Croft
Comrie Road
Braincroft, Crieff
Perthshire, PH7 4JZ
01764 670140
www.comriecroft.com

Free next working day delivery* on
beds & mattresses. No minimum order.
We’ve made sure our trade mattress range caters to
all budgets, and types of accommodation. Check out our
Landlord, Leisure, and Hotel Pocket ranges, exclusively
available through Mattressman and then, whether you
need one mattress or one hundred, get in touch with
our Trade team for the very best deals!

0800 5677625

Call:
Visit: mattressman.co.uk/contract
Source 5 fire regulation products available. Standard and special sizes. Fast, free national delivery, installations, assembly and disposal services available.
* Thousands of domestic mattresses and frames in stock. Terms and conditions apply.

Digital
Action
Iain Beaumont details how to really
make a presence in an online world
25 YEARS ago, I remember our first modem
being delivered to the house. Having
dutifully asked my mother for permission
to use the home phoneline, the dial-up was
complete and I entered a world dominated
by AOL, MSM and Excite. Everything was
clunky but it was space age, and I loved it.
Not long before we had the internet,
we had bought a set of Encyclopaedia
Britannia. This was now redundant, with
Encarta having taken the equivalent of the
32 volumes and putting it on a single CD. As
time passed, Google replaced Encarta, and
we’re now at a point where you struggle to
find a laptop with a CD drive built into it. At
great pace, everything started to transition
online and for a business, having a web
presence was seen as crucial.
I built my first website almost 20 years
ago using Dreamweaver and a File Transfer
Protocol (FTP) to upload the design onto
a server. I was paid £300 by the owner of
a garage (who happened to be my thengirlfriend’s father) who was keen to get
his business online. As an impoverished
university student, it was a handsome
sum, but more notable was the fact that it
fostered a desire to learn more about how
online technology can enhance and advance
business. Fast forward to 2020 and it’s now a
huge part of what I do, and I suspect that I’m
now bordering on being a nerd.
The world wide web is now at our
fingertips 24 hours day and, similar to all
great advances in technology over the years,
we’re now all addicted to it. So, what does
this mean for you?
In short, businesses need to have a clear
digital focus that promotes their offering
and gives consumers the information they
need to help make informed choices and
purchases. The world is now dramatically
different from what it was pre Covid-19 and
26
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people are
utilising
technology
more than
ever. If our
audiences
are moving
online, then
it is essential
that we are
offering them
what they really
want. In broad terms,
organisations should
be asking themselves the
following:
› Are we being seen?
› Are we being listened to?
› Are we being commercial?
So, whether you run a venue, provide a
service or manage an event, a great digital
presence should be part of your overall
raison d’être.
In order to excel in a digital world, it’s
really important that we don’t take each
point in isolation, but instead consider how
all our digital actions fit together. And we
can do that quite simply by looking at them
in a logical order.

TO BE
SEEN ONLINE
1HOW

First things first. If no-one can find you
online, then your digital efforts are being
squandered. Typically, there are two main
ways that you can be seen:
› People finding you by searching for topics,
services or products (organic search
results)
› By paying to get in front of other
businesses (paid search/advertising)

Let’s take the organic method first. Have
you ever wondered why some businesses
and activities appear at the top of Google?
Perhaps they are your competitors (grrrr)
and you want a slice of the action, too?
Where you appear in the rankings
of Google comes down to how search
engines view your website based on the
search terms that a user has entered and
the relevance, quality and authority of
your website. Google performs millions
of calculations every second in order to
determine where a website should rank in
search engines, as ultimately it wants to give
the user the very best possible answer to the
search query.
There are many factors that Google’s
algorithms take into account when
determining which web pages it should
display (it would take another whole article
to cover these) but typically there are three
areas that you should focus on. These can
be collectively referred to as search engine
optimisations or ‘SEO’.
1. Technical optimisation: This covers all

FUNCTION VENUES

the changes and adjustments that are
done behind the scenes to improve the
technical quality of a website. It may
include improving the load speed, the
responsiveness of the site when displayed
on different browsers, coding updates,
robot.txt files, JavaScript and CSS
minification, sitemap submissions, image
optimisation etc.
2. On-page optimisation: This covers the
content and structure of your website.
This is where keyword optimisation,
heading tags, quality of content, page
titles, structured content (schema) and
formatting all play a part in determining
your place in search engine results.
3. Off-page optimisation: This covers
your presence outside of your website.
Backlinks, local SEO, brand promotion
and referrals are all key components when
it comes to bolstering your authority on
the web.
By working on these three areas, you stand
a much greater chance of being seen in
Google and other search engines. There are
lots of resources on the internet that can
help you with this, from free articles right
through to paid software used by digital
agencies to help focus on specific changes
to your website, as well as understanding
how your competitors are performing. After
all, it’s good to have the inside track on what
everyone else is doing so you can stay ahead
of them.
THE DREAM
Organic search is the dream. Consistently
being able to be found online without
having to pay for each click is hugely cost
effective. If you’re not already featuring
towards the top of search engine results
then it might be worth taking the time to
start an optimisation program which, over
time, can deliver more cost-effective results.
If you’re not sure where to start, or need help
with the more technical aspects, it’s worth
reaching out to an agency who can take care
of it for you. At the bottom of this article
you’ll find a list of key questions which you
should ask any digital agency before getting
them to undertake any work for you.
HARD CASH
The opposite to organic search is paid
search. Put simply, this is where you hand
over hard cash to get visibility across search
engines, social media platforms and other
websites. Google and Facebook (who also

PATRICK TOMASSO

“BY USING COOKIES (NOT THE TYPE YOU FIND IN
TESCO) YOU CAN CONTINUE TO DISPLAY YOUR
MESSAGE TO PEOPLE ON OTHER SITES THEY VISIT
LONG AFTER THEY HAVE VISITED YOURS”

own Instagram) dominate this market and
you will no doubt be familiar with paid
adverts that appear in both Google and
your social media profiles. These types of
placement are known as sponsored adverts
and typically you pay by either the volume
of clicks that users make onto your website
or URL, or by the size of market that you’re
trying to get exposure too.
GOING NATIVE
Paid online marketing can also exist as
‘native advertising’. Native advertising is
the use of paid ads that match the look, feel
and function of the media format in which
they appear. Native ads are often found in
social media feeds, or as recommended
content on a web page. Unlike display ads
or banner ads (where you pay to feature on
a specific website), native ads don't really
look like ads, as they are designed to blend
in with the content. By using cookies (not
the type you find in Tesco) you can continue
to display your message to people on other
sites they visit long after they have visited
yours.

TO BE
HEARD ONLINE
2HOW

We’ve covered the basics of how to be seen
online but is anyone actually listening
engaging with your message or pitch?
This is slightly harder than getting seen
as your content will need to be tailored to
the different audiences that you are trying
to influence. Naturally, what appeals to one
group of users will be dismissed by others. It
is therefore essential to look at your brand
and do some good old fashioned testing. In
the world of digital, this is often referred to
as A/B testing, where you run two or more
adverts at the same time and determine
which is the more effective.

A great way to start is by looking at
the marketing platforms and advertising
mediums that you currently use to ascertain
what works well for your business. By
understanding how people have engaged
with your previous content, you are one
step closer to determining what type of
promotions you want to focus on.
VIDEO
If you’re not already using video as part of
your advertising strategy, I would strongly
advocate that you jump in headfirst. Video
continues to be a fast-growing medium and
platforms are increasingly making use of
it as part of their offer. If you are looking to
target Gen Z and younger millennials, then
TikTok can be hugely powerful, and it is
exclusively made up of short video. The key
to success here is to have content which can
compete with home videos of cats that can
rack up millions of views…
As part of your digital messaging, people
need a reason to want to engage with your
content. Discounts, referral programmes and
introductory offers are all well-established
ways of engaging with potential customers,
and the best part about it is that you can
pretty much automate the process and
collect a wealth of meaty data that will help
quantify the success of your efforts.
And that leads me on to the final aspect of
digital…

TO BE
COMMERCIAL ONLINE
3HOW

As with any form of online activity, to really
understand how it is performing, you should
be tracking some key metrics. The beauty
of digital is that pretty much everything you
do can be measured, and with that data you
can refine your approach to make it even
more cost effective.
WWW.OPENAIRBUSINESS.COM
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If you’re running adverts online, you
should already be targeting the key
audiences that you’re after. All major
advertising platforms allow you to refine
your parameters to hit specific groups.
For example, if you’re a mobile caterer
specialising in wood-fired pizza in the South
East, you can easily choose to show your
adverts to only those people in a certain
age demographic and who live within a 50
mile radius of your base. You can take that
further by adding additional parameters
but, naturally, the more you add the smaller
your potential audience. It’s therefore all
about getting the balance right. You want to
exclude those who you know are certainly
not interested in your product, venue or
service, but don’t want to miss opportunities
to reach out to new audiences that may have
a need for your services at a later point in the
future.
WHAT DO YOU WANT THEM TO DO?
So far, so good. But what you’d really like to
know is how people are engaging with your
adverts. The recent leaps in technology allow
you to track this right down to specific online
activities that you want your viewers to take.
We call these ‘call to action’.
Let’s say you are a wedding venue and
you’re prospecting for new business in 2021
and 2022. You can run an advert and people
may click through to your website, but what
actions are they then taking to know how
effective your marketing campaign was?
You can set your marketing parameters
to understand user journeys and whether
your marketing efforts have resulted in
them taking a ‘call to action’. This might be
anything from downloading a brochure, right
through to booking an online appointment
to hear more about your offer. The aim of
mapping this journey is to quantify the
commercial effectiveness of your marketing
and whether you can then attribute a cost
against the acquisition of a customer – your
return on investment.
For social media, it might be a case of
utilising the Facebook Pixel to track that
journey and be able to remarket to them at a
later date. For an email newsletter campaign,
it could be by tracking the journey of a visitor
who clicks a specific link and then goes on to
book a ticket for an event or a weekend away
glamping.
Tools such as Facebook Ad Manager
and Google Analytics can really help
understand user journeys and, ultimately,
the effectiveness of a campaign. If, like me,
you’ve sat in meetings where a marketing
manager tells you how many likes you’ve
had on a post or new followers you’ve added
but then wondered ‘how does that actually
translate into a commercial opportunity?’,
you’re not alone. The key to a good digital
marketing campaign is a valuable ‘call to
action’ and then being able to track the
effectiveness of it. It is one thing being
28
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told how many people opened the last
newsletter, but it is so much more powerful
to then be able to see how many people
interacted with your website and where they
went.
There are some simple steps that you can
take to help improve the commerciality of
your campaigns. These can include bespoke
email links, campaign URLs and dedicated
telephone numbers (cheap and easy to add)
that only exist on very specific marketing
material.
THE POWER OF AUTOMATION
Finally, from a commercial aspect, never
underestimate the power of automation and
the long-term savings that it can bring to
your business. Of course, everyone wants to
improve their profit margin but sometimes
the cost of doing business erodes any gains.
By looking at some of your systems and
processes, you may find that you are able to
streamline your operations and reduce the
volume of time that your team spend on any
given task. This frees them up to work on
other, more client-focused activities.
It could be as simple as automating
some of your accounting processes or using
software to make efficiencies in the way you
manage customer accounts or ticket sales.
The same approach should be taken with
outdated software and platforms, too. If
you’re still working on antiquated systems,
you’re likely to be missing out on easier and
more cost-effective ways of running your
business. The great thing is that with so
much competition between software and
system providers, it shouldn’t cost the earth.
AND FINALLY…
I appreciate that there is a lot to consider
from a digital perspective and I mentioned
earlier that you may want to look at bringing

in a digital agency to support your efforts.
If you are looking at specialist support to
supercharge your digital strategy, these are
my top recommendations of questions that
you should be asking before partnering with
them:
› What steps will they take to help you meet
your specific goals?
› What is their track record like and do they
really understand your industry?
› How will their efforts help your business
and how will they measure that?
› When can you expect to see results?
› How do clients rate their work?
› How will they work with you?
As with all these things, there is a huge
amount of information on the web and
plenty of specialists who will help guide you
through the process.
So, here’s to expanding your presence
online. Time to be heard, time to be listened
to and time to see results!

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Iain Beaumont is a
consultant with Venues
and Ventures, which
specialises in supporting
venues and leisure
businesses to help them
grow and meet their commercial
aspirations. He is also a director with
The Loudest Bark, a digital agency
that partners with clients to deliver an
optimised digital strategy that helps
promote organisations online. Working
across a multitude of digital marketing
platforms and e-commerce channels, The
Loudest Bark’s aim is to get businesses
heard above everyone else.
www.loudestbark.com

Finman Glamping
Cabins and BBQ Huts
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Our fantastic range includes
traditional, contemporary, double
storey and low profile designs to sleep
or host a range of guests. Glamping Pods
from £4,992 and Log Cabins from £1,287.

New & exclusive range of family & group camping tents

“We are delighted with the Finman BBQ Hut. The
quality of build is superb, and Logspan provided a
very efficient fitting team. Logspan and its product
have exceeded our expectations.” Alastair
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info@logspan.com

P.

www.logspan.com

Bell Tent

Luna Bell Tent

Star Bell Tent

Luna Emperor

Emperor Star Bell Tent

Touareg

Tucana

www.boutiquecamping.com | 020 3319 1315 | info@boutiquecamping.com
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GRASS
REINFORCEMENT

PERFO

Join the

interlocking tiles - effective
protection for soft ground

#RuralBusinessNetwork
community.

Ideal for the reinforcement of
parking areas, access tracks,
pitches etc. at:
- camping & glamping sites
- open air event venues
- country & leisure parks

rbn.org.uk | 01740 669422

Tel. 01992 522797

www.perfo.co.uk

Luxur y Bubble Tents
A Holiday Like No Other

Available
to buy
or hire
Furnished options
available

W W W. S L E E P I N G B U B B L E S . C O . U K
info@sleepingbubbles.co.uk
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FUNCTION VENUES

INDUSTRY COMMENT

Business Events

Welcome
Back

It’s back to business for corporates,
and rural venues are top of the list for
rebooting team culture

But are events really off limits or
will they return as buoyant as before
as businesses continue to build their
brands and company culture? There are
demonstrable green shoots from the
business events market as companies
seek to reward, recognise and restart. And
with autumn marking a new beginning
for businesses, and 1 October hopefully
signifying a leniency for larger group sizes,
we are heading into a new chapter for
corporate events.
The last six months has seen trenchant
change for the events sector and for the
foreseeable future it will be governed by a
new set of criteria:

› can this be achieved online?
› can we be seen to be spending money
after making huge redundancies?
› can we reasonably ask our people to
travel offsite?
› are we ‘Covid confident’ in the venue
and supply chain?
Where the signs of recovery are coming
from is the need to bring corporate teams
back together again. After months apart,
and for many a new way of life that’s
no longer governed by showing face in
the office, there’s a need for a reboot of
company culture. After all, we’ve all got
very used to the two way personality split
with a shirt up top and shorts below – and
while it seems productivity hasn’t been
affected, it’s now time to regroup, reassess
and reboot the company values.
COUNTRYSIDE BENEFITS
Looking at the market in its entirety, it’s
the countryside venues that are reaping
the benefits as delegates can drive to them
and aren’t reliant on public transport, plus
there’s a nationwide appreciation for the
great outdoors rubber stamped by the fact
that there will be far less footfall than a
city centre.

For venues with outdoor space, it’s
time to show off those acres of grounds
by working with your local team build
partners to create a joint marketing
strategy that focuses in on your local
businesses and encourages them to
rebuild the interpersonal trust that six
months online eroded. Humans are
instinctively social and while the benefits
of working from home are proven, given
the chance we all want to get together at
some point.
We can wish ourselves back six months
and dwell in what was or, as cogs in the
wheels of the events industry, we can look
forward and take the lead by encouraging
business events back on the premise
that successful companies rely on great
teams. Great teams need developing and
there’s never been a better time to reward,
recognise and restart for the next chapter.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Andrew White is MD of
Triggerfish Communications,
a specialist in helping
heritage venues and leisure
attractions build awareness
and market share in the
business of events.
www.triggerfish.co.uk
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PRIOR TO the pandemic, events had
finally come of age earning a line in
the marketing budget as they enabled
customers, suppliers and prospects to get
together face-to-face, to engage and to
nurture relationships. In our new postCovid world, encouraging face-to-face
events for busines is highly problematic:
› there’s duty of care to consider
› there’s reticence to step outside tried
and tested boundaries
› technology has revolutionised how we
learn, network and work.
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Leading Through
Uncertainty
AS MEMBERS of your team return
to work, they will probably have
a mix of emotions. Some will
welcome getting back to some
routine, others may have missed
the social aspects of work, while
others are just relieved they still
have a job. Many will have concerns
about their long-term future. They
may be uncomfortable about
changes to their role, or be anxious
about their safety.
If left to fester, these concerns
can have a big impact on other
team members, productivity
and customers. When people
are feeling concerned, lacking
confidence, or just having an off
day, it can impact your customers’
experience and their confidence in
your business. And that confidence
is more critical than ever in helping
to bring back business and future
bookings!
According to life coach Tony
Robbins, there are six human
needs. The first of these is
certainty; one thing that none of
us have right now! So how can you
help your team to be positive when
everything is so uncertain?
IT STARTS WITH YOU
Much of how your team feels, their
enthusiasm for the job, the way
they support their colleagues and
how they talk to your customers,
stems from the example you set.
How you communicate your own
belief in your ability to succeed will
have a knock-on effect on building
the confidence of your team.
Behaviour breeds behaviour,
and everything you do gets picked
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Leadership development and
customer service consultant Caroline
Cooper advises on how to keep your
team positive in this uncertain time

up by your team. How you talk
about your guests, how you support
management decisions, your
enthusiasm towards challenges,
how receptive you are to your
team’s ideas and suggestions.
Always ask yourself “What attitude
am I conveying to my team?”
SHARED PURPOSE
If your business has been closed
for a while, you’ll need to reunite
your team. One way to do this is
by having a shared purpose, one
that everyone is aligned to and
working towards. When you and
your team have a clearly defined
sense of purpose it connects you
and provides structure and shared
goals.

“WHEN YOU
AND YOUR
TEAM HAVE
A CLEARLY
DEFINED
SENSE OF
PURPOSE IT
CONNECTS
YOU AND
PROVIDES
STRUCTURE
AND SHARED
GOALS”

There’s a good chance this has
changed since the start of the
lockdown, so take some time to
redefine it, and involve your team if
you can. Ensure it’s something that
inspires you too, as being able to
inspire your team starts with being
inspired yourself.
BACK TO WORK INTERVIEWS
One way to help engage with
employees returning, is to conduct
one-to-one return to work meetings
with everyone. Unlike a regular oneto-one (which are always important
to engage employees at any other
time) these meetings won’t focus
so much on reviewing performance,
but will be geared towards looking
forward.

FUNCTION VENUES

Ask team members how they
have spent their time during
lockdown, about any new skills,
hobbies, or interests, and what
they’ve missed most; what they’ve
rediscovered or will miss once
back at work. This is a good way
to identify if anything has changed
for this person in terms of what’s
important to them, what inspires
them and what they enjoy.
It’s important to discover
how they feel about being back
at work. What concerns and
questions about the business,
their role and new ways of
working do they have? Some
people are particularly good at
putting on a brave face; listen to
their tone and watch their body
language. Listen out for the things
they don’t say or any questions
they avoid answering.
One sure way for people to feel
uncertain is not knowing what’s
expected of them. It’s inevitable
that some ways of working and
duties will have changed so be
sure to set out what’s expected
now. If there are duties that used
to be part of their role that are
now less of a priority, explain why
this is. If these were tasks they
did well or took pride in doing,
be sensitive to this so they don’t
get the impression their previous
efforts weren’t appreciated.
Let them know you’re there to
support them and to come to you
with later questions, concerns or
suggestions. Reassure them of
your commitment to their safety
and ongoing support.
KEEP LISTENING
Listen to your team’s feedback,
ideas and suggestions. Show them
you value their opinion: ask for
their advice or suggestions on
matters that affect them or where
they may be able to present a
different perspective.
Be approachable, but bear
in mind some people will never
approach you directly. Listen and
observe so you can pick up and
act on any staff concerns before
they become a problem. Provide
support and be receptive to when
this might be needed.
FEEL GOOD FACTOR
Help your team to feel valued.
Even if you’re not yet in a position
to confirm a date for them to

capabilities. Empower people to
make decisions on things which
come under their responsibility
and to do what’s best in each
situation.
Establish a climate where it's
recognised that mistakes do
happen and you’re more likely
to foster an environment where
people will take responsibility
(and risks) when necessary rather
than having to lean too heavily
on you.

return to work, to secure their role
long term, or even when there’s
a strong likelihood that person
will be made redundant, you still
want them to feel good about
themselves. It will give them
confidence in their ability, whether
that’s in a role working for you or
in applying for other roles.
RESPECT
Treat your team with the same
care, courtesy and respect
as you’d like them to show
your customers. Keep up your
communication and be open with
your team; the more open you are
with them the more open they
will be with you. If you don’t tell
people what’s going on, they’ll
make up their own version!
Act with integrity, and
demonstrate you are true to your
values. Keep your commitments
– letting people down suggests a
lack of respect, but if you can’t do
what you say you’ll do, at the very
least say “I’m sorry”.
A sunny smile and a cheerful
“good morning”, and a “good
night and have a good evening”
at the end of their day or shift can
make all the difference. Failing
to give a simple “please” when
asking for something or a “thank
you” when it’s delivered soon
gets noted, leaving people feeling
unappreciated.
Show you care about your
team, and always have their best
interests at heart, not just those of
the business.
RECOGNITION
The more your team members feel
proud of the job they do, the more
this rubs off and gets picked up by
customers too. Recognise those
who go beyond the call of duty
when they’ve made an extra effort
or used their initiative, or gone out
of their way to help a colleague
or a customer. Not everyone is
motivated by the same things,
so consider what’s important to
the individual. The most obvious
and easiest thing you can do is to
make a point of saying a sincere
“thank you”.
TRUST
Trust is two-way thing. To earn
the trust of your team, start by
demonstrating your trust in them.
It’s easy to underestimate people’s

“A SUNNY
SMILE AND
A CHEERFUL
‘GOOD
MORNING’, AND
A ‘GOOD NIGHT
AND HAVE A
GOOD EVENING’
AT THE END
OF THEIR DAY
OR SHIFT CAN
MAKE ALL THE
DIFFERENCE”

HAVE SOME FUN
Add energy and enthusiasm,
and have some fun. You might
be dealing with serious subjects,
but people are more productive
when they’re happy and relaxed.
Laughter is the best medicine.
A good hearty laugh releases
tension, and it’s contagious!
So, create an environment
where it’s ok for your team to
enjoy themselves. Set up mini
challenges, competitions or
league tables. Reinforce messages
with quizzes or fun activities. Copy
some of the gamification ideas
you see on apps such as badges,
progress charts, treasure hunts
etc.
Get rid of rotten apples in the
team; it only takes one or two
negative people to spread their
negativity onto everyone else and
drag them down to their level.
THE BOTTOM LINE
It's important you remain selfmotivated even when things are
not going well. Ask yourself: are
you prone to displaying your
frustration, doubts or hesitation
and resort to using negative
language, expressing doubt in
your own or others' ability? If so,
work to overcome this behaviour
in yourself and so you can act
as a role model for your team to
follow.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Caroline Cooper is the founder of Naturally
Loyal, and has over 30 years' training and
development experience in hospitality.
Recognising that managers in hospitality
often get promoted into management
positions without much training, her key focus
is on developing newly promoted and junior
managers to lead and engage their teams effectively.
You can download her free Employee Engagement Guide at
www.naturallyloyal.com/oab
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Back to Business
Products and services to support function venues

UK-WIDE NETWORK FOR RURAL
BUSINESSES
Rural Business Network
01740 669422
www.rbn.org.uk

UNIQUE LUXURY FOR
COUNTRY ESTATES
Oasis Habitats
01249 848649
www.oasishabitats.com
With the current pandemic
causing many people to
pause and revaluate life’s
priorities, Oasis Habitats has
seen a surge in enquires for
its unique eco-friendly and
off-grid accommodation
solutions. With an increase
in the demand to ‘get back
to nature’, enquiries from
the traditional holiday park
market have been joined by
those from the county estate
hotel sector, attracted by the

unique luxury Oasis’ designs
offer guests.
While many companies
have seen a decrease in
operational duties and sales
during lockdown, the opposite
has occurred at Oasis. On
top of this, the launch of
its specialist landowner
partnership programmes
have seen its role adapt from
‘poacher’ to ‘gamekeeper’ as
it forges significant alliances
with industry leaders.
“All in all, although this
feature is called ‘back to
business’, we have not been
away. This is expected to be
our best year yet,” says CEO
Damon Farrell.

ARTIST BOTHY
Bothy Stores
0131 210 0104
www.bothystores.com
New to the market, the
Artist Bothy by Bothy
Stores presents a great
opportunity for function
venues looking to offer
new and unique tourist accommodation in light of Covid-19.
Available turnkey from £29,000, with a good ROI and finance
options, the Artist Bothy can be installed prefabricated or
delivered flat-packed.
The Artist Bothy is a haven inspired by the simplicity and
seclusion of traditional mountain bothies. Designed for now
but drawing on the past, it seems to belong in any setting. It
transforms a special location into a destination, where people
and nature can coexist. It is a place to relax, think and create,
and can be customised to suit your unique requirements.
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Rural Business Network opened for membership on 1 April
this year and is run by proud farmer and events specialist,
Jo Martin. It is a community of like-minded people including
farmers who are diversifying, and food and drink, tourism and
creative businesses. Some are starting out, some are growing.
From just £10+VAT per month, members benefit from:
• A dedicated contact to direct your questions
• Access to online events to gain knowledge and inspiration on
business issues affecting you
• Access to a members-only Facebook group to ask questions
and share successes
• Weekly e-newsletters – receive relevant news, opportunities
and events direct to your inbox
• Social media shares and shoutouts
#RuralBusinessNetwork is crowdfunding from 1-29
September. Become a friend, supporter or member
through the Crowdfunder page: www.crowdfunder.co.uk/
ruralbusinessnetwork

TURNKEY OR SELF-BUILD STEEL FRAME HUTS
Riverside Shepherd Huts
01527 821848
www.riversideshepherdhuts.co.uk
Based in Worcestershire, Riverside Shepherd Huts has been building
bespoke huts since 2011 and is the first hut company to offer a full steel
frame hut for durability and strength, with a 30 year guarantee.
Huts are fully insulated, so you can enjoy them all year round,
designed to suit your exact requirements and available from 10-30ft in
length and up to 10ft in width.
Self-build huts are now also available. Choose from the steel frame
on its own or opt for a hut with the roof and corrugated side panels
already fixed, ready for you to complete the rest. Delivery can be made
anywhere in the UK
or Europe.

Luxury canvas tents designed in the UK

lotusbelle.co.uk

Amazingly Versatile,
Strikingly Beautiful

Unique Stretch
Tent Marquees
for your Event
or Venue
Festivals  Weddings  Parties  Corporate Events
VISIT OUR WEB GALLERY
FOR INSPIRATION
01403 333 135
enquiries@tentstyle.co.uk

www.tentstyle.co.uk

TentStyle Mag QRT Page AD1.indd 1
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Superior Cool Boxes

coolboxesuk.com

IF YoU’ve GOT THE LAND,
We’ve Got THe BRAND!
Visit us at:
Energy & Rural Business Show
3rd - 4th March
Stand 60










finance
support
site survey
marketing
training
mentoring
business plan
planning application

Wigwam® Holidays is the UK brand leader in the provision of glamping holidays
in our unique range of heated wooden Wigwam® Cabins. With over 80 sites
throughout the UK and a track record in business start ups there has never
been a better time to invest in your Wigwam® Holidays franchise.

CHECK US OUT AT

wigwamholidays.com
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GLAMPSITES

CASE STUDY

Foxton
Lock Lodges

Six luxury log cabins of
traditional construction in
Leicestershire with
outstanding occupancy

Creating a role for herself at her family’s farm, Laura Turney
maximised on a missed opportunity for accommodation in the
area and created log cabin accommodation to appeal to range of
discerning customers. We talk to Laura about the business's progression and the
boom of bookings Covid-19 has generated.
What’s your back story – your life
before glamping?
Westleigh Farm has been in the
Turney family since 1957 and is
currently run by myself and my
mother Bridget Turney. I worked in
London for seven years as a chartered
surveyor and moved back in August
2011. Having grown up on the farm, I
love the countryside and was always
escaping London to get back to my
country roots.
Tell us about your location and site
Until recently, we’ve always run the
farm as an arable holding. Westleigh
stretches across 1,000 acres of rolling
Leicestershire countryside where we
grow a mixture of wheat, barley, rape
and winter beans. In the summer
months you can catch glimpses of the
farmers working hard to bring in the
harvest.
In the 80s we planted two small
copses of deciduous trees and
conifers and these woods now form a

“THE
LODGES ARE
CLASSED AS
TEMPORARY
BUILDINGS
(MOBILE
HOMES) AS
THEY ARE ON
CONCRETE
BLOCKS BUT
I WOULD
LOVE TO SEE
SOMEONE
TRY TO MOVE
THEM!”

thriving natural habitat for all sorts
of flora and fauna. There’s also a
variety of ponds across the farm that
are part of our ongoing conservation
efforts.
During a stay at Foxton Locks
Lodges, guests are likely to see a
huge array of wildlife including a
very rare white squirrel (not seen for
a while!), one of only 25 in the whole
of the UK.
What made you decide to
start offering glamping
accommodation?
I wanted to move back to the
farm but wasn’t sure what my role
would be. We have a large tourist
attraction on our doorstep (Foxton
Locks) so wanted to tap into that
market somehow. After lots of
research it came to my attention
that many people were visiting the
area but had nowhere to stay. That
is where the idea of Foxton Locks
Lodges came from.

My mother lives just a five minute
walk from the lodges and I am there
every day in the office with Wispa
and Bacchus the chocolate cocker
spaniels.
How did you research the
business before entering it?
My parents made me really research
the project and create a business
plan. From the initial idea to getting
planning to actually moving back it
took two years, so I was very ready
for the move!
How did you tackle getting
planning?
The lodges are classed as temporary
buildings (mobile homes) as they
are on concrete blocks but I would
love to see someone try to move
them! We actually got planning for
six permanent buildings so we had
more flexibility with the build.
Planning was a fairly long process
but we had some brilliant advisors
to help us along the way. We had no
objections from the village and the
parish council was behind us.
How did you finance the project?
I started the application process
for a grant but halfway through the
application, the criteria changed
and self-catering accommodation
did not apply. I used the money
from the sale of my flat in London
for the first two lodges as well as a
bit of help from the farm. The next
two were funded by a loan from the
bank, which has now been repaid,
and the last two by an EU grant and
another loan.
WWW.OPENAIRBUSINESS.COM
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What glamping accommodation
do you offer and why did you
choose it?
Our lodges are all log cabins so
completely constructed from long
round logs. They are of a superior
quality to any clad buildings and
give the feel of being in a real
mountain retreat in the Alps. Each
log is individually cut and the cabins
lovingly assembled log by log, by
hand!
They were designed (with lots
of ideas and input from us) by a
company who are involved from
start to finish and can provide
everything from bathrooms to
the kitchen sink. The logs are all
individually selected and cut in
Estonia and are sustainably sourced,
with each tree being replaced once
cut. They are then built by hand
when the logs have arrived in the
UK.
Each of our cabins have high
quality interiors and fixtures
and fittings with central and
underfloor heating. They are of a
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traditional design but I have tried to
incorporate a contemporary twist
with the interiors.
The cabins really do appeal to a
wide range of people from couples
and families to groups of girls on a
girlie weekend. On Google AdWords
we use ‘self-catering luxury log
cabin in rural Leicestershire with
private hot tubs’ (the hot tubs are
key!).
How did you work out your
brand and how do you publicise
yourself?
The name was a fairly easy decision
due to our location and I happened
to be living with a graphic designer
in London when I was setting up the
brand and she designed the logo for
me. We wanted it to spell luxury and
country combined.
I use Google AdWords as my
main advertising platform as well
as Facebook. Initially I ran a few
competitions to win a luxury break
and that is where my following
began on Facebook. If I put any late

deals or availability on Facebook,
they are snapped up within hours. I
am also very lucky that I have a loyal
customer base who recommend
and keep revisiting.
At the start I did advertise on
some of the larger hospitality
websites but I didn’t like the control
they had over my business and the
charges. I actually lost over 100 5*
TripAdvisor reviews from leaving
one website. I now have a separate
account which I can control and
monitor myself.

GLAMPSITES

How would you describe your
ethos and unique selling point?
I like to think I offer a personal
service to all our guests. I don’t want
them to feel like they are staying
at a chain with no personality. I am
always at the end of the phone to
help and will greet all guests on
arrival (not at the moment due to
Covid, which is heartbreaking for
me).
I always find a USP is difficult to
find as all businesses want to have
one and most are the same, which
suddenly makes it not so unique!
However, our location next to the
canal and Foxton Locks is brilliant
along with our ‘unique’ interiors and
personal service.

were running at about 80 per cent
occupancy throughout the year but
since we have reopened we are now
at 100 per cent, and bookings are up
on next year compared to how they
would normally be.
Prices vary throughout the year.
We either do bookings from Monday
to Friday or Friday to Monday, or
weeks from either. Low season is
£440 for a mini break or £550 for a
week, up to £680 for a mini break
and £950 for a week in peak season.
A lot of people don’t understand
how many overheads we have each
month (laundry and cleaning being
the biggest) and, in order to keep up
our standards, repairs and renewals
are also very high.

What occupancy levels and price
per night do you achieve?
In a normal year (pre-Covid) we

What does the maintenance
schedule look like?
These cabins can last well over 100

“THEY
ALL HAVE
THEIR OWN
PRIVATE HOT
TUBS AND
WE ALSO
OFFER LOTS
OF ADDED
EXTRAS LIKE
ROMANTIC
HAMPERS,
BREAKFAST
BASKETS
AND
FLOWERS”

years. They are used as houses in
Eastern Europe as they keep the
heat in in the winter and the heat
out in the summer. Maintenance
wise they are no different to a new
build; after the first year some of the
doors need a bit of adjustment but
the build is designed with that in
mind. The hot tubs are the biggest
maintenance expense for us!
How do you make your cabins
stand out?
People are expecting 5* luxury for
our 5* prices. I have designed each
cabin individually to make them
stand out from each other. I have
tried to make them feel like a home
away from home. I did not want
them to feel like a generic hotel
room so have added lots of finishing
touches to make them that little bit
special.

WWW.OPENAIRBUSINESS.COM
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We have spaced them out from
each other so each cabin has a
good element of privacy. They all
have their own private hot tubs and
we also offer lots of added extras
like romantic hampers, breakfast
baskets and flowers. We can also do
a supermarket unpack free of charge
and have freelance beauticians and
yoga instructors who will come in.
What challenges have you faced?
We have been quite lucky that we
have not had too many challenges.
We have had a few testing guests
but that is all I will say about that.
Oh, we did get our hot tubs stolen
in the first two weeks of opening,
but they were found safe and
unharmed!
What measures have you
introduced for Covid-19?
We have upped our cleaning regime
to take into account the current
situation and I no longer personally
greet guests so I can limit contact
with them. Hopefully this will go
back to normal soon. We provide
sanitiser for guests and extra
cleaning products but as each unit
only sleeps four, and the cabins are
distanced from one other, we have
not been too affected.
What are your plans for next
season?
Having survived this year we
just want to make a full year
uninterrupted! We have no plans
yet, but watch this space…

What are you most proud of?
Taking the leap, leaving my very
good job in London and following
my dream - cheesy I know!

Describe your average day midseason
This is my worst question to be
asked, and I get asked it a lot! My
days vary day-to-day. As well as the
log cabins I also do all the office
work for the farm and have to be on
hand if anything is needed there or
at the lodges. I also have another
business selling handcrafted rugs
and bags from India (Le Jaana).
Some days I can be working late
into the night but some days I am
available to see friends and go for
lunch! Mondays and Fridays are the
busiest days as they are changeover
days.
Do you enjoy the business
and why?
I love the business! I have freedom
to live my life how I want to and
I love being my own boss. I also
love being part of the family farm,
especially as my father passed away
three years ago and I am an only
child; I want to make him proud.

What other outdoor hospitality
sectors do you operate in?
We have done one wedding at the
cabins and it was a great success.
Logistically it is quite difficult as the
guests have to hire the cabins for
the whole week to account for the
set-up of the marquee. I would like
to look into this more in the future.
What advice could you give
to someone coming into the
industry?
Do your research and make sure you
are able to compete in your local
market. Be ready to deal with the
general public… sometimes they
are not very nice! Keep calm and
carry on.

ADDRESS BOOK
DETAILS
Foxton Lock Lodges
Westleigh Farm
Foxton, Market Harborough
Leicestershire LE16 7RF
01858 545273
www.foxtonlockslodges.com

No Mains,
No Grid
Connection,
No Problem
with the
ELe® Eco
Off-Grid
Leisure Kit.

Glamping Innovations
launches
The Panoramic Sauna
•
•
•
•
•
•

+44 (0) 1695 731 942
sales@extremelowenergy.com
www.extremelowenergy.com

Affordable luxury from £7,000
Made from Canadian Red cedar
Available in different sizes
Can be off grid or on grid
Adds a new experience to any Glamping Site
Stunning design with glass panoramic bubble

Contact:
sara@glampinginnovations.co.uk
www.glampinginnovations.co.uk
Tel: 03333 447566
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2020 Vision
Wild Hart’s Nick Sneller discusses how timber glamping
structures offer the opportunity to contribute to a zero
carbon future, but only if we apply some of our
own ‘building regulations’
WE STARTED this year with comments on
a 2020 vision, a play on words, yet who
would have expected that nearly half the
year would have panned out as it has?
Obviously Covid-19 is having a massive
impact globally, yet interestingly it’s
not all bad; as lockdown happened CO2
emissions from travel in the UK dropped by
around 25 per cent, more people explored
their local environment with their daily
permitted exercise, nature seemed to be
more abundant, verges were left uncut, wild
flowers blossomed and wildlife seemed
to emerge from hiding; a 2020 clarity that
nature will prevail.
Climate change is happening as a result
of human activity and as productivity
slowed, nature had time to gain. Generally
our industrial processes show little respect
for nature, but this needn’t be the case.
With a little joined-up thinking we can build
and preserve nature at the same time.
As we come out of lockdown we’re all
striving to pick up the pieces from where
we left off back in March, trying desperately
to understand or maybe ignore a new
imposed yet uncertain future. Masked up,
we try to gain a sense of normality.
Moving forward however, we
at Wild Hart feel it is so
important not
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to forget all we’ve
learnt through
lockdown: Our
neighbours are
lovely, we can work
from home, and
enjoying our local natural
environment makes us
happier and healthier – the
British countryside has so much to
offer.
Peter Tyldesley, CEO for the Centre for
Alternative Technology, commented on the
Prime Minister’s post-coronavirus recovery
plan, saying: “As we plan our recovery
from the Covid-19 crisis, we must keep our
sights firmly set on preventing the even
more damaging, and irreversible, climate
and biodiversity crises. All measures must
support the UK on the path to net zero, or
Project Speed will see us rushing headlong
towards climate catastrophe. Measures that
would support a zero carbon Britain include:
a nationwide programme of fitting our
houses with insulation, low carbon heating

and renewable energy
installation.”
A MISSED OPPORTUNITY
Glamping provides a means of staying out
in nature with less risk and discomfort.
Importantly at this time, sites also offer
secure, isolated places to take a break. Our
mental health has suffered massively over
the past months and time out in nature can
help heal.
There is a vast array of glamping
structures available and, while options may
have become more sophisticated, their
basic fundamental role has remained the
same; to provide a break away from the
norm, a retreat, space to relax and ground
ourselves back in nature. However, with
timber structures and cabins in particular,
there is often a missed opportunity for
owners to do something truly sustainable.
A cabin, as opposed to a dwelling, is
simple in structure and provides
shelter while allowing inhabitants
to experience and appreciate
the environment around
them. Many glamping
cabins offer an
element of luxury
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including electric lights, running water,
heating and other comforts, yet are not
classed as buildings with regards to building
control. Often classified as caravans or
mobile homes, they do not need to meet
any Building Regulation requirements, one
of the principles of which is to minimise the
amount of energy a new building uses.
For instance, many glamping sites have
structures that are heated by fossil fuels but
do not have adequate insulation according
to building control. This doesn’t need to be
the case. Together we should consider what
impact we’re having on the environment,
taking the bigger picture into account and
reducing our footprint. If we have to use
fossil fuels then we could insulate to reduce
the consumption.
These following simple ideas that we
use at Wild Hart can help reduce carbon
footprints as well as support the sustainable
management of our countryside. Some can
even be retro-fitted to existing structures.
LOCAL SUSTAINABLE TIMBERS
By using local timbers we can add value
to our woodlands. The Woodland Trust
suggests that agroforestry is a good way
forward, saying: “Agroforestry is the
deliberate integration of trees and shrubs
within agricultural crops and livestock
on farms. These systems simultaneously
protect natural resources such as clean
water, whilst supporting agricultural
production. More trees on agricultural land
will:
› Increase wildlife and biodiversity
› Prevent soil loss and increase soil fertility
› Enhance farm productivity and contribute
to local employment
› Improve animal welfare
› Retain water on land for crops, livestock
and people
› Reduce flooding, water and air pollution
› Store carbon and help landscapes and
people adapt to climate change.

At Wild Hart we use larch thinned from
local woodlands to make beautiful round
pole frames for our cabins, tree houses and
raised platforms.
SHEEP’S WOOL INSULATION
Everyone at Wild Hart is excited to be
using sheep’s wool insulation on our latest
project, ‘The Beehive’ – a two storey offgrid cabin in mid-Devon, with two
double bedrooms, living
room, kitchen, toilet and
shower. By insulating
our glamping units
well, we can reduce
the energy required
to warm them.
The UK’s premier
energy saving
advice portal
‘The Green Age’
suggests that: “One
of the most natural
and sustainable ways
to insulate your property is
to use sheep’s wool insulation.”
They have listed six features that make
sheep’s wool so good:
› it is an outstanding insulator
› it purifies the air
› it regulates humidity
› it insulates against sound
› it does not burn
› it is safe and easy to work with.
SOLAR POWER
By reducing our reliance on fossil fuels we
can greatly reduce our carbon footprint.
Adding solar power to a glamping cabin
can remove the need for mains power and
potentially reduce the set-up cost as well
as monthly bills. There are many existing
companies working in the industry to
provide excellent portable or fixed units. Our
off-grid cabin at Hornton Grounds uses solar
power to run 12v lights, USB sockets and,
excitingly, infra-red heat mats. These help
keep the cabin warm and cosy.
TREE PLANTING
Not only is planting trees a great thing to
do to help absorb carbon, they also add

beauty to a site and provide shade, privacy
and even fruit! Equally, leaving areas of
long grass will encourage wild flowers and
insects, adding to the biodiversity of the
area. Bird boxes and bug hotels provide
interactive enjoyment of nature. Even nature
play spaces can help promote a respect for
wildlife by encouraging children to explore,
learn and enjoy the natural environment,
thus gaining an interest in conserving it. Our
carved hollow log in particular promotes
real imagination and exploration as you can
climb through and over it.
HOW WE REGULATE
If we are to respect the needs of nature,
help tackle climate change and lower
carbon emissions, we at Wild Hart believe
it is vital we consider how we build and
measure the carbon footprint of different
glamping dwellings. Instead of no
regulation with a caravan classification,
or too much regulation, with modern
dwellings, timber glamping
structures could meet some
basic criteria of carbon
reduction yet remain
simple in nature.
Technically, it can
be a grey area but if
we as designers and
manufacturers enter
into a debate about
how we regulate the
industry, we can make
a difference. Looking
at how we impact on the
environment will be a step
towards taking responsibility for
some of the carbon footprint made by the
holiday industry in the UK.
Our 2020 vision should be one that
puts the environment first and gets us all
closer to nature. As Peter Tyldesley puts it:
“Delivering a zero carbon Britain holds the
potential to be one of the most exciting
opportunities in our history, offering us
the chance to simultaneously resolve
many other problems.”
ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Nick Sneller founded
Wild Hart with his
partner Colette Hudson,
designing and building
unique spaces including
cabins, pods, treehouses,
gardens, playspaces and
furniture.
As a team of highly skilled craftsmen and
landscapers, Wild Hart enjoys co-designing
with clients to offer the best solutions. It
uses sustainably sourced timber and work
collaboratively with local businesses.
07971 869058 / www.wild-hart.co.uk
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Biodiversity
in Design
Putting ecology at the top of your design agenda will
reap rewards for more than nature alone, says Emma Reed

ECOLOGICAL PLANNING REQUIREMENTS
Each LPA varies with their requirements
with regards to biodiversity as they attempt
to contribute to and enhance the natural
and local environment as set out within
the National Planning Policy Framework
(NPPF). While a biodiversity net gain (BNG)
is encouraged it is not currently mandatory
under national planning policy. Most LPAs
will require an ecological assessment to
establish the baseline ecology on site so
the proposals can be assessed against what
exists. Some are trying to get ahead of the
game and now require a BNG as part of the
emerging Environmental Bill 2020.
It is expected that when enacted the
Environmental Bill will require a 10 per
cent BNG for a minimum of 30 years for
developments going forwards. In order
to evidence the BNG a biodiversity metric
will likely be an additional planning
44
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FOR THOSE at the beginning of a project,
thinking about biodiversity in your designs
should be at the top of the agenda. For
those of you further down the line you may
well have ecology knowledge coming out of
your ears!
Sadly, sites can sometimes be designed
from a commercial point of view and
their landscape and magic can be all but
forgotten. Then, landscape and ecological
requirements are put in place by the local
planning authority (LPA) and mitigation is
squeezed into any available gap and can
lack strategy, vision and connectivity. To
counteract this, if biodiversity is considered
from the outset it can more easily be
integrated into a design and can result in a
richer environment for all. Most importantly,
it must be understood that ecology
management is a long-term labour of love
and produces rewarding results which
evolve over time.

requirement. BNG measures the existing
biodiversity against post development
biodiversity, ensuring that the site is in a
better state than it was previously.
An ecology consultant can carry out the
necessary surveys and analysis for you. It
is a good idea to gain quotes from different
chartered ecology firms registered with
the Institute of Ecology and Environmental
Management and to chat with them to see if
you can establish a successful relationship.
If you are working with an architectural
practice or design firm they will likely be
able to organise this for you.
SEASONAL SURVEYS
Ecological surveys have a seasonal

window of time when they can be carried
out (May to September for most species)
so it is essential to feed this into your
programme from the outset. There can be
several stages to the surveys so it is best
to start early in the season so each can be
carried out within the timeframe.
Initially the ecologist will carry out a
Phase 1 survey to establish what habitats
are present, from that Phase 2 surveys
may need to be carried out such as bat
roosting surveys. Some Phase 2 surveys
may have a more specific timeframe such
as in ancient woodland where woodland
floor indicator species are most prevalent
from May to June, so it is important to be
mindful of timings.

GLAMPSITES

LANDSCAPE LED PROJECTS
Every site is unique and, when designing
for biodiversity, cues are readily taken from
the natural environment surrounding the
development. At Reed Studio we have one
glamping project which is nestled on the side
of a clough (northern English for a narrow
cleft in the hillside) at the point at which
moorland meets farmland. We took the
opportunity to integrate the two habitats
with banks of heathland species stretching
like fingers across the site and eventually
merging with glades of hay meadow, which
appear to seep in from the neighbouring
field.
The clients in this particular project
are deeply passionate about the natural
environment and embracing a bank of
thistles here and there where butterflies
are abundant is right up their street. In
this project the hay meadows were to be

harvested from local species-rich hay cuts
and heathers and bilberries from off cuts
elsewhere on site. The site is therefore
truly from local provenance and a great
success in returning what was once a heavily
engineered and levelled horse arena into a
site which marries magically into its natural
hillside environment.
At another site perched on a brow and
overlooking the dales of County Durham, we
had a successful relationship with ecologists
Naturally Wild (www.naturallywild.co.uk) to
evolve an ecologically rich proposal in an
otherwise species-poor field. Where local hay
cuts were not an option, specifying a more
species-rich meadow mix was appropriate,
to be managed in a way that the meadow
can evolve and not be hindered by the
recreational use of the roadside motel-style
glamping site. The meadow mix specified
had a greater variety of flowering species

IN CONCLUSION
Be prepared in terms of time and money. The ecology process is costly, several
thousand pounds can easily be spent on ecological impact assessments,
arboricultural surveys, biodiversity metrics, bat surveys and any other speciesspecific surveys. However, in the long term these assessments will give you a deeper
understanding of your land and its existing ecological condition, as well as its
potential.
If you reconfigure your thinking to consider the biodiversity of your site as an
asset you will likely have a much smoother ride. Take the now famous Knepp Estate
in West Sussex for example, where a 3,500 acre tract of land has been devoted to
a rewilding project. The formally intensively farmed estate is now a rich hive of
biodiversity and uses grazing animals as the drivers of habitat creation. A natural
system of biodiversity is the unique selling point at this site and visitors are keen to be
enveloped by it.
Designing for biodiversity can be a joy if tackled at the outset. Take stock of
what you have and look to enhance. Where challenges occur they often provide
opportunities that might not otherwise have arisen, and a design outcome that is all
the richer.

than the standard mixes and therefore
greater opportunity for some flowering
species to survive if others might fail.
Emorsgate (www.wildseed.co.uk),
amongst other British seed companies,
produce different seed mixes of native
wildflower that suit each individual site. Tree
and hedgerow species were also carefully
selected that were seen to be growing in the
local vicinity and that would work with the
existing site conditions. Despite doubling
the footprint of the existing roadside café
and installing 10 glamping pods, the 10 per
cent BNG required by the LPA has been easily
achievable and integrated into a naturalistic
design where guests will have an experience
of nature and not a monoculture field with
pods placed regimentally within it.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Emma Reed is a chartered
landscape architect and
director of Reed Studio.
Perched on the Pennines
of West Yorkshire, Reed
Studio provides landscape,
garden, farm diversification and
architectural design services for
clients across the UK, with projects ranging
from glamping sites, to rural businesses,
workshops and destination cafés.
The studio offers a landscape-led
approach to design, creating sites and
buildings which nestle within their
surroundings. The team prides itself
on providing clients with a plethora of
design options and also writes technical
landscape and visual appraisals to satisfy
local authorities, meeting planning policy
requirements and assimilating into local
landscape character.
Pens and a roll of tracing paper
accompany Emma’s every trip and she
relishes the opportunity to sketch out
strategy plans, concepts and site-wide
journeys and experiences. emma@
reedstudio.co.uk / www.reedstudio.co.uk

Build Your Own Shepherd Huts
Using parts, plans and our step by step guides

Build to a size
that suits you

Call 01262 470475 or
Visit www.shepherd-huts.com
and click on the ‘self build’ page
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THE POP-UP ACCOMMODATION EXPERTS
Boutique accommodation for year-round glamping & staff

info@cabooseandco.com | 01273 086368 | cabooseandco.com

FIND OUT IF YOU’D RATHER BE IN A CABOOSE BY VISITING US AT THE GLAMPING SHOW (17-19 SEPT) ON STAND OSA640!
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Success Stories

Glamping demand is at an all-time high reports Canopy & Stars
CANOPY & STARS has seen the demand
for UK glamping holidays rise year on year
over the company’s 10 years of operation,
reflecting the rise in popularity of holidaying
in nature and spending time in the wild.
This coupled with continued uncertainty
in foreign travel, and the popularity of
‘staycations’, means the demand for British
glamping holidays is at an all-time high.
July and August 2020 were the most
successful months in Canopy & Stars’
history, with bookings in September set
to overtake August. The trend is set to
continue for the remainder of the year
with bookings for October–December 2020
already over double those of the same
period in 2019, and forward bookings for
2021 up almost 400% on the same period
last year*.
SUCCESS STORIES
For those interested in opening a glamping
business or diversifying, the current market
presents huge opportunity. Canopy & Stars
takes a look at some of their biggest success
stories of the last few years:

Hinterlandes, Cumbria
Sleeps: 2
Nightly rates: £130-£200
Average occupancy: 84%
This incredibly innovative space, a camper
van attached to a school bus, was instantly
popular with both press and public. It
featured in the Financial Times, iPaper and
The Telegraph and has run at high levels
of occupancy since launch. What attracted
people was not only the uniqueness of the
build, but the remote wilderness setting;
the site is on private land at the heart of the
Lake District. Throw in the hot tub that sits
alongside the bus and you have the perfect
recipe for success.

The Linhay, Devon
Sleeps: 4
Nightly rates: £105-£160
Average occupancy: 78%
Rescued from ruin, the Linhay’s story is
that of a labour of love and a building that
refused to fall down. This tumbled down old
ruin sat on Caroline’s farm for over 30 years
and through her vision and a hard-working
team she gave the space new life, using
materials from her land. The Linhay offers
that rare find, being disconnected while still
close to beaches and bustle of Croyde and
Woolacombe. The success of the space has
sparked grand plans for a cabin and potager.

The Beach House, Kent
Sleeps: 4
Nightly Rates: £175-£275
Average occupancy: 100%
Probably our biggest success story of 2020,
used originally by the owners and also as a
film location, The Beach House joined the
Canopy & Stars collection in summer 2020,
taking 27 bookings in its first 24 hours and
booking up for the remainder of the year!
Word got around and their neighbours
joined us too. The beachfront setting plays a
huge part in the success, but the cabin itself
is beautiful and simple, created with a keen
eye by owners Simon and Anna.

Lime Treehouse, Worcestershire
Sleeps: 4
Nightly rates: £260-£375
Average occupancy: 80%
Owners Emma and Richard have given
Lime Treehouse a rustic feel with touches of
luxury, such as a hot tub on the deck. Clever
use of the open plan interior, with cupboard
beds for kids that can be packed away
for couples, maximises the appeal to two
different markets. They joined us in 2014 and
have welcomed a total of over 2,000 guests.
Building on the success of Lime
Treehouse, they created a
second space in a similar
style, both have become
perennial favourites.

WORKING WITH CANOPY & STARS
Creating a great glamping space is an
exciting, rewarding and complex process.
To make it work you need a great idea and
a lot of determination, but what helps more
than anything is expert advice. Canopy &
Stars’ consultancy service gives you the
benefit of our 10 years in the industry,
guiding and supporting you every step of the
way; whether you already have a particular
space in mind or are looking to diversify your
land. We use our market knowledge to find
a space that suits your site and budget and
encourage owners to think outside the box
and create something which will stand the
test of time.
We now work with over 860 successful
places and are proud to have a 98% owner
retention rate. We’re a curated collection
and inspect every place; we accept less than
20% of applications meaning that joining
Canopy & Stars is a mark of quality.
Joining the Canopy & Stars collection
gives you access to our powerful PR and
marketing services, a dedicated account
manager to provide advice and support, and
over 10 years’ experience and insight in the
industry. We are also passionately ethical
and green; 24% of our business is owned by
a charitable trust.

To find out more about Canopy & Stars
consultancy services and joining the
collection, visit www.canopyandstars.
co.uk/join-the-collection
*Figures correct in September 2020
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Scotia Cabins
It’s all about ‘customer delight’ says Caroline Haxton,
farmer and co-founder of Scotia Cabins

Scotia Cabins
01738 850203
info@scotiacabins.co
.uk
www.scotiacabins.co
.uk

What does your company do?
We help our customers achieve their
garden and business dreams by providing
UK made BBQ cabins, garden studios and
self-catering accommodation across the
country.
How do you do it so well?
By listening to what our customers are
looking for. We are bespoke, and with that
service comes a higher expectation from
the customer, which in turn provides a
higher standard of product and service
from ourselves. One of our core values
is customer delight – it’s what drives us
every day.
With being farmers and land owners, we
also get what many of our customers are
going through and having that empathetic
ear has proved to be a very unusual USP.
Please give us a potted company history
We diversified our third generation family
farm with Scotia Cabins in 2015 after a
meeting with our supplier. Since then, we
have installed nearly 300 cabins across
mostly Scotland, with a couple in England.
The most northerly ones to date are in
Orkney! We still farm, which we are proud
to do, alongside the cabins and it has been
one of the best decisions we ever made.
Describe your brand proposition
Our cabins create safe, comfortable,
luxurious environments for play, work,
rest, relaxation and for business. Being
built to the highest standards, with the
longest warranty on the market, we can
confidently assure people that choosing a
cabins from our range will bring a lifetime
of fun to their world.
What is your ‘hero’ product?
Our ever faithful 10m BBQ cabin is still
our No.1 seller, although this year is being
challenged by its little brother, the 7m
BBQ cabin! Our hero service is that there
is always a human being there to help at
every step of the way, from the day you
say hello to the day you get your keys. And
after too.

Any extra special people?
Our team is brilliant. Our sales ladies
take such great care of people at the start
of the process and our epic installers
travel all over the country to deliver and
install cabins, working through virtually
all weathers to achieve that customer
delight.
What are you most proud of?
Oh, loads if I think about it! Weathering
business storms over the last two years
has been one thing. And then there are
the customers. They are all important
and seeing their delight when their cabin
goes up always brings the warm and
fuzzies.
There are some customers who when
you get to know them and hear their
stories touch you even more. There is a
lady who had a dream of a cabin, and

during treatment in hospital had one
installed. This became her therapy space
when she was home. She burst into
tears when she saw it fully installed and
moved our big tough installers to having
something in their eyes too!
Another time we brought huge joy
to a child who had massive learning
difficulties and reduced their dad to
tears. These are the cabins that remind
you that what we do can change lives.
Why should a customer get in touch?
They will be in very safe hands with a
company that cares about what they
want to achieve. Be that with a cabin for
their own use, setting up a business or
extending an existing one. Achieving your
aim is our driver.
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Back to Business
Products and services to support the glamping industry
RETROFIT LINER FOR
TIMBER TUBS
Naked Flame Eco Tubs
01484 766233
www.nakedtubs.com
In these changing times,
Naked Flame has added a
number of products to give
customers the confidence
to add to their hot tub fleet
as well as existing units.
A recent addition to the
Naked Flame portfolio is a
retrofit liner kit system that can
now easily change the original
design solid wood units to a
liner version.
Available in four different
colours, the liners incorporate
new seating as part of the mould
making each unit extremely
quick to clean and turn around
for the next use. Every kit is
provided with a beautiful
solid wood decorative edge to
enhance the natural beauty of

CONTEMPORARY
TIMBER GLAMPING
DOMES
Baya
07702 071105
www.bayahire.
co.uk/baya-stay

the Scandinavian tub, keeping
the original outside aesthetics
but adding the convenience and
peace of mind of easy and safe
cleaning for guests. New tub
packages can also be supplied
with the kits already fitted.
Naked Flame is also a proud
supplier of Delivita outdoor
ovens and offers exclusive
discounts to the glamping
industry. Find them at Stand
OSA 668 at The Glamping Show
2020.

LUXURY ACCOMMODATION
STRUCTURES
Urban Blossom
07973 672889
www.urbanblossom.co.uk
The idea of ‘something
special’ is at the heart of Urban
Blossom’s ethos. Created with
the luxury hospitality sector
in mind, these highly desirable
architectural pods are sure to create a
buzz while maximising your revenues.
Inspired by nature, the signature designs – The Bud, The
Poppy and The Seed – work beautifully within every landscape.
Large open windows, viewing platforms and decking areas
connect with the surrounding environment and give a sense of
escape from the urban and the everyday. The interiors offer the
comfort of high-end design and can be customised by adding a
sauna, wet room, yoga studio or even a home office.
Urban Blossom manufactures off site for fast installation.
Structures can work off-grid and, with no need for traditional
foundations, can be sited on uneven terrain and amongst trees.
The company is carbon positive, uses low-impact, sustainable
materials, and design and manufacture within the UK. It can
even help support the planning process.
50
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The team at Baya
have been putting
their unique skills to
good use while Covid
has been taking its
toll on the events
industry where they
usually ply their
trade hiring out their
beautiful timber event domes.
Established in 2014, Baya has been manufacturing its
own timber dome range for hire and the team can safely
say they know a thing or two about building domes.
Pre-empting the spike in demand for UK staycations,
Baya revisited its passion for design and building – enter
The BayaStay, the first of its kind in glamping domes.
The BayaStay is a unique take on the classic geodome
structure but with the added timber ‘Baya’ style. The
domes are not only functional but beautiful, with a
contemporary twist. The Baya team are now taking orders!

SPECIALIST GLAMPING
INSURANCE
Friar Best Insurance
Services
01394 383868
www.friarbest.co.uk
Following the consequences of the coronavirus pandemic
unprecedented in our life-times and making us adapt to
the new ‘normal’ way of life for the foreseeable future, it is
reassuring that there is a certain amount of stability and
continuity in the protection of business.
Friar Best Insurance Services was established in 2003, and
is dedicated to providing a personal professional service to all
clients. Company director, Julie Friar, said: “Businesses can all
too often be left searching for an insurance professional who
understands their sector, and this can particularly be the case
with glamping sites, through the many diverse risks they can
present.”
In 2014, Friar Best arranged an exclusive facility for the
provision of bespoke insurance for glamping site owners,
ensuring that the protection needed is provided.

GLAMPSITES

BESPOKE INSURANCE
BROKER
CoverMarque
01962 774421
www.covermarque.com

PODS WITH A DIFFERENCE
Escape Pods
07813 180085
www.escapeglampingpods.co.uk
Escape Pods have been created out of a desire to design
a glamping pod that steps away from the standard ‘pods’
on offer. Founder Kevin Woodhouse has run his own steel
fabrication business for over 30 years and quality and attention
to detail are paramount in everything Escape Pods does.
Kevin has created a high quality, versatile structure with many
benefits.
Built on a heavy duty galvanised base, units are very sturdy
and can be craned and transported with ease, with the added
benefit of requiring minimal foundations – four concrete flags
will suffice.
Escape Pods are fully insulated to give year round
accommodation with the addition of a wood-burner. Large
bi-fold doors allow guests to enjoy outdoor living, whether it
be cooking outdoors on a BBQ or relaxing under the stars in a
luxury spa.
If you are looking for a high quality glamping pod with that
something extra, then an Escape Pod is the answer.

DEMAND FOR WOOD-FIRED
HOT TUBS
The Log Company
01748 889303
www.thelogcompany.com
With Covid-19 causing a
huge rise in staycations, now
more than ever the domestic
glamping sector needs to focus
on creating more immersive
and holistic experiences,
which extend beyond
accommodation spaces
themselves.
Mark Smith, owner of The
Log Company and distributor
of Finnish made Kirami woodfired hot tubs, said: “We believe
the reason that Kirami UK has
seen such a rise in demand

at commercial glampsites
is because of key features
including traditional looking
long life wooden exteriors,
easy to clean LDPE interiors,
components designed for use
with chlorine and the soothing
nature of deep water bathing
for ultimate relaxation.
“Adding value to holiday
getaways with additional
features will help make
locations more desirable. Our
glamping customers report
that 95 per cent* of people
chose a hot tub when available
and were happy to pay a
premium for the experience.”
* Research from: .gov, Mintel and
WigWam Holidays Forcett Grange

Founded in 2003, CoverMarque
is a long-established insurance
brokerage and a specialist
in advising the temporary
structure and events industry.
Nick Drew, MD and founder,
has been advising on insurance
since 1997. Having previously
worked in the marquee
industry, he is best placed
to understand the industry’s
needs.
CoverMarque only uses
A-rated insurers so you can be

assured of getting a quality
product. Its glamping/camping
insurance packages are
extremely flexible, allowing
them to cover any site size,
including hot tubs, swimming
pools, bars, cooking facilities
and play equipment.
Nick and his team offer
personalised service and work
very closely with clients to
ensure the bespoke insurance
they need. In response to
coronavirus, they have actively
assisted clients by offering
refunds on premiums where
the client’s turnover and
wages have been lower than
anticipated.

NO MAINS. NO GRID CONNECTION.
NO PROBLEM
Extreme Low Energy
01695 731942
www.extremelowenergy.com
As the UK staycation
market is set to soar
this year, multi-award
winning low energy
technology firm Extreme
Low Energy (ELe) is
excited to provide pod
manufacturers with its
bespoke ELe Eco Off-Grid
Leisure Kits, providing
lighting, heating and power
in remote locations.
As the leisure industry
recovers from these
unprecedented times, ELe is ready to
provide customers with a high quality product
that delivers both on value and innovation. With simple plug
and play technology for easy installation, the off-grid kit
comes with SMART controls and monitoring. It also reduces
the need for tradespeople, improving build time and costs.
No digging or restructuring existing landscape is required,
supporting planning applications. With no more costly grid
connections and reduced maintenance, the off-grid kit is the
perfect solution, enabling more locations to site glamping
pods.
WWW.OPENAIRBUSINESS.COM
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EXPERT PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT CONSULTANTS
Stephen Locke Associates
01952 670106
www.stephenlockeassociates.co.uk
The year 2020 will be remembered as being an extremely
challenging time. The economic and social lives of the
UK have been affected drastically, but when life gives you
lemons, make lemonade!
With fewer people travelling abroad, the staycation
and hospitality industry have an opportunity to meet the
demand of people keen to get out into our beautiful rural
spaces and properties.
Stephen Locke Associates has been working with
rural businesses for many years and has a wide range
of knowledge and experience in gaining planning
permission for leisure and tourism developments. It
understands the reality of rural business and works
closely with its clients to provide expert and practical
advice and design.
With new government changes to the planning system,
detailed and specialist advice is often needed – this
supportive and practical team can help. Call for a free
telephone appraisal.

POWER ANYTHING OFF-GRID!
Portable Power Technology
01474 761051
www.portablepowertech.com
Portable Power
Technology (PPT)
offers a full range
of off-grid power
solutions for your
glamping site.
Its entry level
powerpacks have
been designed to
be user friendly
all in one power
systems. Portable
and lightweight,
they have a
variety of ports including 230V AC and multiple ways to charge,
complete with solar options.
PPT has over 15 years’ experience creating power solutions
for many different markets. If you need a larger off-grid kit, its
highly experienced engineers will create a bespoke solution for
your application – just tell them what you want to power and
they’ll do the rest!
These power solutions make it possible to add beautiful
lights to brighten up bell tents, add phone charging points to
your pods, TVs to tipis or sound systems to safari tents – all the
while staying off-grid and eco-friendly!
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EXCLUSIVE PROMOTION FOR HUT OWNERS
Blackdown Shepherd Huts
01460 929774
www.blackdownshepherdhuts.co.uk
When you buy from Blackdown Shepherd Huts, the smooth
delivery of your hut is just the start of your relationship with
Blackdown as a business. Always there in the background
to help and advise, it has now gone one step further and
launched an innovative new website to support and
promote owners called www.shepherdhutbreaks.co.uk
The website is an exclusive listing site to help promote
Blackdown Hut glamping owners and is backed up with
resources and support from long established owner Emma
Warren from Dimpsey Glamping, as well as Sarah Clegg
from Blackdown.
The company’s Will Vickery said: “We’re very aware of
how important it is for glamping owners to be in a position
to perform well over the next few years and we wanted to
be able to showcase our owners in one place and do our
best to support them on the journey to establish and build
their businesses.”

WHY CONSIDER A CLEAR SKY
CANVAS LODGE?
Clear Sky
07802 847213
www.clearskytents.co.uk
The summer holidays have
proven to be an absolute
thumper for everyone in the
UK who can offer high-quality
glamping accommodation.
One aspect that has become
a given is the availability
of private facilities for each
accommodation unit, steering
away from shared shower rooms
and toilets. This is likely to be an

important aspect for all enquires
and bookings for 2021.
Something Clear Sky has
been planning for quite a while
is a dedicated showground at
Clear Sky HQ in Kent. The farm
has always offered glamping
breaks with the team on hand
to show prospective safari
tent customers around the
accommodation. The new
display setup will feature some
very high-end canvas lodges.
Open from 1 October, Clear Sky
is also launching virtual tours,
and a ‘try before you buy’ stay
can also be arranged.

Let’s start at the
very beginning...
Time to create something different?
Every glamping destination has a story to tell,
something personal to you, and something
that differentiates you from the increasing
mediocrity in the world of glamping.
Work with us to design and build the
extraordinary, from pods to amazing
treehouse accomodation!
It all starts with an idea...let’s make the
imaginable buildable!
Download our glamping design brochure
visit: www.enchantedcreations.co.uk
telephone: 01252 561060
email: sales@enchantedcreations.co.uk

Design. Build. Export.

High specification timber frame cabins & structures
T. 01472 852704 www.frameandlogcabins.co.uk
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CASE STUDY

Wild Fields
A reiteration of Wild Paths, a multivenue event launched last year, Wild
Fields has become the finale to Norfolk
Showground’s Summertime Social

We talk to Wild Paths’ Benjamin Street and Norfolk
Showground’s Stephanie Crowe on a partnership that has meant a
carefully curated and hugely popular new festival has made it into its
second year despite Covid.
Describe your event, its history
and how many people it attracts?
Ben Street: Wild Fields is a two
day music festival curated and
co-managed by the same team
that organises Wild Paths (its
multi-venue sister festival). Wild
Paths attracted around 4,000
people in October 2019 and for this
new ‘Covid-safe’ outdoor iteration
of the festival we’re expecting
somewhere in the region of 2,500
over 12-13 September.
Wild Paths was launched last
year as a multi-venue, city-wide
music festival in the heart of
54
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Norwich. Its mission was to bring
artists of national and international
notoriety to the area and shine a
spotlight over the city and all the
talent that resides here. We also had
themed after-parties, drinks and
networking events, open bowling
parties, live art installations and
discussion panels.
With Covid, 2020 looked like it
was going to be a no-go for Wild
Paths until Norfolk Showground
approached us. We were asked
to organise, curate and present
a version of our event on the
final weekend of its Summertime

Social, a season of live events (held
throughout August and September)
in partnership with Ideal Event
Services. Even though it was a
really tight turnaround, with a lot
of the infrastructure and venue
preparations already in place, we
knew we could make it a success
and dedicate the time to delivering
a strong line-up.
Tell us about how Summertime
Social came about?
Stephanie Crowe: The Norfolk
Showground wanted to do
something for the performers
and event organisers – especially
those who have been affected by
the events of 2020 – so we created
Summertime Social.
We consider ourselves as playing
an important role in bringing
together the people of Norfolk,
and the site is fortunate to have
a considerable amount of open
space. We also have established
facilities perfect for supporting
outdoor events and we wanted
2020 to have some good memories!
We contacted a range of local
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organisations to be part of
the programme as we wanted
Summertime Social to be an
opportunity for events and varying
demographic groups to take part
in elements of their usual annual
programme. One of our partners,
Ideal Event Services, provides
infrastructure and services to a
lot of these events so was able to
contact them directly to discuss
how we could assist.
Wild Paths is a unique event
which offers a great live music
experience for Norwich. We knew
the local community would feel the
loss of such a great experience so
we approached the team to take
the finale spot of the Summertime
Social programme.
How does the relationship work?
Stephanie Crowe: It’s a bringing
together of like-minded and
equally-driven people who have
experience in events. Partnerships
have been formed due to an
amazing common purpose and we
hope the changes that have taken
place over the past few months will
continue to develop in future years.
Communication is key to all
good relationships and this has
been a great opportunity to share
knowledge and ideas!
How did you find applying for
permission to run the event?
Stephanie Crowe: The Norfolk
Showground is very lucky to have
great relationships with the local
authority who have been incredibly
supportive of the programme.

Again, communication has been
key in ensuring the that all those
involved are up-to-date and have a
good understanding about what we
are hoping to achieve.
How are you managing Covid
safety and social distancing?
Stephanie Crowe: We have
implemented a number of
measures across our event site
including one-way systems,
increased maintenance and
cleaning, and layout to support
social distancing – as well as
supporting NHS Test and Trace
systems.
The Norfolk Showground is
150 acres of flat space with hard
standing walkways and an existing
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infrastructure of facilities. The
customer experience was key in
the development of the venue – we
wanted the feeling of a festival but
with an acknowledgement towards
the current situation.
One of the key elements of this
was obviously customer viewing
and we didn’t want people to
feel caged or confined so opted
for roping off the various socially
distanced spaces. One way systems
to move around have been
adhered to and it’s great to see
people enjoying themselves in this
responsible way.
We are aware that we can only
do so much and ask everyone
involved to support these
measures. The most important
thing is asking people to respect
themselves, others and the space
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“MAKING
SURE WE ARE
TRANSPARENT IN WHAT
WE PROVIDE,
WHAT THE
ATTENDEES
CAN EXPECT
AND WHAT WE
EXPECT HAS
BEEN KEY
IN OUR
COMMUNICATIONS”

in which we are holding the events.
Responsibility must belong to
everyone.
The support we have had has
really blown us away – people are
engaged in the programme as well
as being respectful of the ‘rules’ we
have put in place.
Making sure we are transparent
in what we provide, what the
attendees can expect and what
we expect has been key in our
communications. Having said all
of this, there is still a degree of
trepidation due to the changing
world in which we now live but you
can’t expect everyone to accept
change at the same rate, can you?
How have you planned the layout
of the event?
Stephanie Crowe: We are lucky

enough to have over 150 acres of
open space with clear lines of sight.
The main feature of the site is the
stage, which has been framed with
existing tree lines and positioned
keeping in mind existing facilities.
Customer experience is key to
how we have formed the layout.
The stage, structures and marked
out spaces have helped define the
Summertime Social environment
and ensure attendees feel informed
and confident onsite.
How did you source your
infrastructure?
Stephanie Crowe: Our event
partner, Ideal Event Services, has
been amazing in the sourcing and
erection of our structures as well as
being a go-to for many of the events
in the local area.
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newspaper with artist interviews, a
‘pimp your face mask’ cut-out and
some words from local business
owners who are involved with
supporting the project.
We’ve tried to balance the
importance of projecting a safe and
responsible event while retaining
the core reason why people want
to go to festivals… to have fun and
feel liberated.

What entertainment does Wild
Fields offer?
Ben Street: We have live music, DJs
and food and drink pop-ups. The
live music was chosen on merit –
who the booking team thought was
most exciting and current in the
live music scene. There’s a focus on
local and regional here, with over 60
per cent of the acts based in Norfolk
and all the food traders involved
are local companies. That’s always
important to us but now there’s
even more of a pressure to book
from local talent.
How do you publicise the event?
Ben Street: The focus has been
predominantly digital for obvious
reasons. We created a good amount
of engaging content for socials
and utilised ours and our partners’
mailing lists (Skiddle, University
of East Anglia, Summertime
Social). We’ve also made a festival

What challenges have you faced?
Stephanie Crowe: 1) The Great
British weather – unfortunately we
had to postpone one of our early
Summertime Social events due to
high winds but safety is the priority
for all involved.
2) The changing world of events
– the current worldwide situation
has changed the event landscape
and working with this and learning
to do things differently in a short
space of time means it’s all hands
on deck.
How have you financed Wild
Fields and are you expecting a
profit?
Ben Street: We receive some public
support from the Arts Council and
we also have a few commercial
sponsors that have supported
us (either financially or through
some form of support-in-kind).
This project’s also had a good bit
of personal investment, but it’s
something the county and the local
music scene needs and I believe in
its potential.
What are your plans for
next year?
Ben Street: We plan to bring back
our original multi-venue format
in 2021 – if we can find a safe way
to deliver our city festival across
Norwich’s many venues and unique
spaces then we will. The city needs

an all-encompassing, multi-venue
celebration that champions it and
its music community, and in 2019
we were just getting started...
However I think the opportunity
to run a green field event and
the relationships we’ve built this
year have given the whole team a
hunger to bring back Wild Fields
in 2021 too. Maybe with a couple
more stages and a more broad
selection of talent, possibly moving
into visual art and comedy too.
Norfolk is starved of prominent
music festivals and we’re hoping
that the Wild Paths/Wild Fields
brand will plug that gap and raise
the county’s musical profile.
What advice could you give to
someone coming into the outdoor
event industry at this time?
Ben Street: Make sure you’ve
demoed every possible scenario
that could play out at your event
and made sufficient preparations
for all of them. Now more than
ever you have to be able to quickly
contain an issue before it gets out
of hand.
Look at all the different
innovative systems and platforms
that are becoming available in
light of the pandemic and its
restrictions. Contactless ordering
and paying systems will be key in
supporting the successful events of
tomorrow.

ADDRESS BOOK
INFRASTRUCTURE
Ideal Event Services
www.idealeventservices.co.uk
LIGHTING
ETS www.etsnet.co.uk
BARS
East Anglian Bars
www.eastanglianbars.co.uk
TICKETING
Must Have Tickets
www.musthavetickets.co.uk
VISITOR MANAGEMENT
Zed Security
www.zedsecurityguarding.co.uk
DETAILS
Wild Fields
12-13 September
Norfolk Showground
Dereham Road
Norwich, NR5 0TT
www.wildpaths.co.uk/wildfields
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Helping build events since 1984

The most comprehensive exhibition of
products and services for the outdoor
event industry will take place digitally
on 21st & 22nd October.
We will be sharing exhibitor news, showcases and
updates across our website and social media
platforms.
Please visit showmans-directory.co.uk and make
sure you’re following all our social media accounts
@TheShowmansShow

@theshowmansshow

@theshowmansshow

@theshowmansshow
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Gisburn Park Pop-up

New Ideas
GUEST COMMENT: STEVE HEAP

Resilient festival organisers create new style events, says AFO’s Steve Heap
THE ASSOCIATION of Festival Organisers
(AFO) has always known its members are
dedicated and resilient, but we really did
not expect so many events to resurface in
2020.
It was generally thought the festival
season was wiped out, with 95 per cent of
the usual festivals postponing to 2021 due
to the Covid-19 pandemic.
By the time we got to June there were
sounds of new ideas coming through with
some organisers not prepared to give
up just yet. Clearly their normal festivals
would have to change considerably to
meet the DCMS/EIF guidance for outdoor
events and that is what several have
done to keep the interest of their regular
audiences and try and keep their festival
companies and the supply chain on board.
There have been successful events
in Hampshire, Newcastle and, due to
open soon, festivals in Shropshire and
Berkshire. Gisburne Park Pop Up in
Lancashire (see the last issue of Open Air
Business) was one of the first, featuring
as a fine example of versatility on BBC
Breakfast TV and still going strong as
a concert and video screen Covid-safe
event.
In Berkshire, Jenna Ansell and her team
at Medicine Festival have moved heaven

and earth to make their festival safe for all.
They have done more than the guidance
requires, gaining the approval of the local
licensing committee and proving to the
safety advisory group and Public Health
that they have a great, safe festival with
unique happenings ready to deliver to
a keen and enthusiastic audience. With
the backing of Public Health England and
DCMS, Medicine is proving that the festival
scene can be revived in 2020.
Caroline Dinenage, Culture and Creative
Industries Minister, said: “Festivals and
events are an important part of our vibrant
and globally successful music industry.
While many have been postponed this
summer, it is great to see some smaller
festivals begin to take place with Covid
safety measures in place.”

I am delighted to be proved wrong – the
2020 festival scene is not all dead, and I
would encourage festival fans to give these
new style events a try.

EIF GUIDE
UPDATES
The Events Industry Forum
(EIF) guide to keeping workers and
audiences safe during Covid-19 has
been updated and also includes
addendums for agricultural shows
and air displays. Visit
www.eventsindustry
forum.co.uk

ABOUT THE AFO
The Association of Festival Organisers (AFO) is a membership
group of like-minded festival and event managers who believe in
learning and teaching, sharing and networking to continuously
improve the festival scene. Created in 1987 with a small gathering
of people working in the community festival business, AFO now has
132 festival members who exchange ideas and support one another to
help develop the sector. www.festivalorganisers.org
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YOUR LAND

YOUR CHOICE

Let us transform your space into a flourishing venue

PROFESSIONAL & RELIABLE
www.tentickle-stretchtents.co.uk
0121 740 1385 or 07826 843 099

Stretch Tents, furniture, lighting, heating, flooring - short and long term hire - purchase
@TentickleUK
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@Tentickle_UK

TentickleUK
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‘Lower Your Impact’. It is a tool to support
you in navigating and exploring more
sustainable ways of working. We believe in
the power of collaboration and welcome
contributions from our network and clients.
We will continue to develop, grow and
adapt this guide as the world changes. It
is by no means exhaustive and, given the
fast pace of change at the moment, it is a
snapshot based on the regulations as they
currently stand. For up to date information
on regulations please visit Gov.uk.

A Guide to…

Post-Covid
Responsibility
Selina Donald, The Bulb, presents her guide to
sustainability, safety and events in a post-lockdown era
WE COULD never have forecasted the
impact of Covid-19, but it’s not too late to
learn from this and shape a more resilient
future. The pandemic will change the way
we plan and execute events, adapting to
the new ways of living and socialising. As
we look towards the start of live events,
and find ways to rebuild and recover, we
can guarantee that PPE will be crucial in all
planning and execution. With this in mind,
we can’t lose sight of our responsibility
to the planet as well as to our teams and
attendees.
Alongside the devastating human cost
of the virus and the unfathomable impact
on the global economy, Covid-19 has led
to a pandemic of plastic pollution. The
demand for single-use personal protective

equipment (PPE), disposable wipes,
gloves and masks, cleaning agents and
hand sanitiser is at a record high – and
unfortunately so are the negative impacts
on the environment, with items to landfill
soaring.
Moving forward, the measure of a
successful event will be how responsible it
is for both people and the planet. We have
a window of opportunity to shape the way
we plan and deliver experiential and events.
We are not passive observers, but rather,
are active players in the way our industry
operates and the future of this industry is
strongly affected by the choices we make
today.
This guide is a framework for identifying
the ‘New Normal’ and proposing ways to

WHY SHOULD SUSTAINABILITY
BE A PRIORITY?
No organisation can afford to approach
sustainability as a ‘nice to have’ or as
separate from the ‘real business’ anymore.
The businesses that embrace sustainability
in all its forms - social, environmental, and
economic - demonstrate competitiveness
and a commitment to their organisation’s
long-term profitability and growth,
benefiting both their bottom line and the
planet.
The need to move with the ‘new normal’
and consciously take into account the
impact business activities have both on
people and the planet is how the leaders of
tomorrow will thrive. How an organisation
produces an event highlights what matters
to them and what they value. It is a public
statement of how conscious they are
of their approach to using resources,
exceeding employee and customer
expectations, and creating a legacy.

1

Sustainable
Design

The way we design, produce and dispose of
our creative productions is unsustainable,
contributing to the rapid depletion of our
natural resources as well as placing the
event industry as the planet’s fifth biggest
polluter. It doesn’t have to be like this.
80 per cent of the environmental impact
of a product is determined at the design
stage. This stage of event planning is
about decision making and sustainability
simply comes down to putting responsible
decision making at the heart of designing
your event. Making responsible decisions
across supply chains, processes, people and
materials and embracing and embedding
these choices into the creative and
operations as a whole, rather than at the
expense of each other.
The Circular Economy Approach
This approach aims to eliminate waste
through redesign - i.e. designing waste
out of your products and processes. It
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guides you into setting targets that
are ‘restorative and regenerative
by design’. In the context of events,
instead of disposing of materials,
builds and production, it requires you
to recycle and restore, maximising the
potential of products, components and
materials. Employing this approach at
the design phase not only encourages
creative thinking and provides
environmental gains but you gain
financially too because you waste less
and reuse more.
THE NEW NORMAL
› Social distancing measures of up to
two metres to be incorporated into
event builds and experience
› Physical signage to be implemented
every step of the way
› Venue and event to be touchless
wherever possible – e.g. the use of
smart phones to enter the venue
› Reduce the number of touch points
throughout - make the experience as
contactless as possible
LOWER YOUR IMPACT
› The absorbent natural fibres in
cardboard have shown to dry the
virus up more quickly than plastic
or metal, and it’s easily recycled.
Check out Bum Box and Ecoevent
cardboard furniture which can be
used for both indoor and outdoor
events
› Copper and aluminium kill off the
virus in up to eight hours due to their
antimicrobial properties. Bematrix
structures are aluminium and
modular framing systems that can
be adapted to suit venue and event
requirements
› If you decide to go virtual, check
out Stitch, a bespoke virtual event
experience whose profits go directly
back to helping people out of
homelessness

Spotlight on…

Ecobooth

There are brilliant companies who
are reducing their waste, but how
about going one step further and
using existing plastic pollution
to build events and experiences?
Ecobooth, a B Corporation, have
recycled 35 tonnes of plastic waste
into positive impact projects for
brands and NGOs across the globe.
Check out their work and how they
could help you build your next
creative experience.
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2 Signage

Signage has got a centre stage position in
this new era and getting it right is vital for
reducing risk and providing reassurance to
your team and attendees.
THE NEW NORMAL
› Visual reminders must be present
throughout the experience and should be
reinforced with pre-event communication
› Bespoke apps will become the norm for
registration, sharing of vital information
and push notifications on health and safety
and event updates
› Informative and educational information is
vital:
• Ensuring coordination and consistency
in crafting and delivering culturally
appropriate and language-specific
messages to participants and the public
• Advising people with higher risk of
transmitting Covid-19 not to attend
• Emergency contact details for all
participants to enable contact tracing
if a participant at the event becomes ill
with Covid-19
• Right to refuse access to the venue if
suspect that attendee has symptoms of
Covid-19
• There must be an agreed preparedness
plan in place if a participant becomes
ill and a “STOP” event rule that all staff
are trained on, including rapid isolation
of the ill person and a safe transfer to a
local health facility.
LOWER YOUR IMPACT
› Avoid foamex, foamboard, laminate,
polystyrene and PVC - the usual bad boys
of production
› Create signs that can be reused for future
events - don’t date or make them event
specific
› Keep your impacts low through hiring
digital signage. Event Ignite have a great
range of technology that provides a
contactless way of messaging

Spotlight on…

Sustainable
Signage Company
The Sustainable Signage Company can
provide all your signage needs using a
plant based technology with plasticfree materials which are 100 per cent
sustainable. The signs are fully water
resistant and also recyclable in the
paper waste stream, so can be recycled
and repurposed once you have finished.

3 PPE

The need for single-use PPE looks like it
will be around for some time, with many
countries making face masks mandatory
in order to ease up on lockdown measures.
Protecting those at risk and stopping
the spread of the virus is of paramount
importance, but the rise in single-use masks
and gloves has come with a detrimental
environmental cost.
THE NEW NORMAL
› Face masks act as a protective barrier to
prevent the spread of Covid-19
› Face masks will be mandatory for events,
alongside public transport and enclosed
and crowded public spaces, where social
distancing isn’t possible
› Staff will need to wear clean face masks at
all times
› Event organisers may need to provide
clean face masks and gloves for attendees
as well as notify all attendees to wear face
masks and hold the right to refuse entry if
they do not
› Please check Gov.uk for updates ahead of
your event
Reusable/cloth masks
› Research has evidenced that cloth face
masks are just as effective as disposable
face masks at stopping the spread of
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Covid-19 in a non-medical setting
› Cloth face masks should be used if it has
determined that a respirator face mask
is not required based on a workplace
hazard assessment
› Spare cloth face masks need to be
available for the team to change out
during the shift as needed
› All cloth face masks should be washed
at 60C after use to kill off any virus
particles
The Life Cycle Assessment of single-use
reusable face masks concluded that single
use plastic masks would result in ‘10 times
more climate change impact than using
reusable masks’. For branded cloth face
masks we recommend contacting Allwag
or YR.
Gloves
› Latex gloves are the lesser of two evils
and should be sourced where possible
instead of vinyl gloves. Latex material
is extracted from rubber trees whereas
vinyl gloves are made from synthetic
polymers
Visors
› Service staff are advised to use Face
Protection Visors. If the visor becomes
moist, they should be changed and
sterilised
› Plastic-free options are becoming
available fast - check out REELshield,
which is made from FSC food-grade
paper board and PEFC renewable and
sustainable wood pulp and has a Plastic
Planet Plastic Free Trust mark
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Disposal
› Do not attempt to recycle any PPE.
This is important. If you put PPE in the
recycling streams, you will not only

contaminate the entire bin of contents,
which will result in everything ending
up landfill, but you also put frontline
workers at risk of potential exposure
to the virus through unbeknowingly
collecting, sorting and handling the
material
› The government guidelines are to
dispose of non-medical PPE in blackbag
waste whereas medical waste would
typically be incinerated. Neither of
these approaches align with a circular
economy concept
› When planning your event, please
contact your waste collector, or discuss
this with the venue, to ensure you have
the appropriate bins on site, and that
these are collected and disposed of
properly, avoiding landfill

Spotlight on…

TerraCycle

Single-use PPE masks and gloves are
considered “nonrecyclable” types
of waste in traditional recycling
systems. TerraCycle, the innovative
recycling company known for
tackling the hard to recycle everyday
products, provides a unique solution
for this issue. PPE can be disposed of
via their Zero Waste Boxes (a bespoke
box has been created for the plastic
free REELshield visor), when full,
these are returned to TerraCycle for
processing and cleaning before being
melted into pellets. The recycled
pellets can be used by third parties
to manufacture a variety of new
products, therefore providing a
low impact and circular solution to
ridding your event of PPE waste.
You may also come across
TerraCycle’s partnership with O2,
where PPE collection boxes have
been placed in all stores across
the UKM encouraging the public to
responsibly dispose of their PPE
instead of throwing it in the bin.

4

Food and
Beverage

There has been a moral panic regarding plastic
packaging during Covid-19. The government
suspended the 5p plastic bag fee for
supermarket deliveries, reusable coffee cups
were temporarily banned by some chains and
the global packaging market was projected
to grow by 5.5 per cent led by the demand for
single-use cups and cutlery.
The panic was unnecessary and a statement
published by over 100 scientists confirmed that
reusable containers were safe to use as long as
they are washed properly and social distancing
was observed.
THE NEW NORMAL
› Kitchens will be hot spots for the virus to
spread so in addition to existing high safety
standards, face coverings (cloth face masks
should be changed every 15-30 minutes)
and regular sanisiting of stations will be
mandatory
› Social distancing needs to be employed so
kitchens will need more time to prepare
› Sterilising of surfaces should happen
regularly using a disinfectant with an alcohol
rating above 99.5 per cent. The kitchen
should have a deep clean every day
› Communication is more important than
ever. Stickers on all food packaging not only
provides key information but also doubles as
a tamper-evident seal
› No more buffets or tray service. Food
distribution will be replaced by static
stations where guests will be required to use
disposable gloves and hand sanitiser before
handling food
LOWER YOUR IMPACT
› Reusables should always be prioritised
where possible e.g. crockery and cutlery
that can be washed and reused. Suppliers
such as Stack Cup and Green Goblet provide
reusable and bespoke branded cups for
events
› Request attendees bring their own water
bottles and provide contactless refill stations
› Vegware’s ‘Made from Plants’ stickers means
that these can be composted (but note the
disposal recommendations below) unlike
ordinary stickers. These are also a great
opportunity for branding and messaging
How to dispose responsibly
If you must use disposable food packaging
and utensils, make sure you understand the
material that you are using and set in place the
correct waste stream to responsibly dispose
of it.
› Seek advice from your waste operator
(usually local authorities), the venue or
organisation such as WRAP informing them
WWW.OPENAIRBUSINESS.COM
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Food donation
There is no evidence, at present, that
Covid-19 can be transmitted by food,
and with the growing unemployment,
donations are critical for supplying
those in need during a time of increasing
demand.
For cooked and prepared food, explore
your local food banks and homeless
shelters and agree to the donation
ahead of your event so you can plan
to transport the food once the event
has finished. For large donations of
unprepared food, organisations such
as City Harvest and Fare Share can help
with redistribution.
Check out apps like To Good To Go and
Food Cloud. If you have ongoing waste,
get in touch with Winnow who have
innovative technology to help combat
leftovers.
64
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Compostable products such as Vegware
or products that use Bagasse, a sugar
cane fibre, (look into Event Supplies or
BioPak) are preferred as long as you have
the right conditions in order to compost
effectively. The reality is that much of the
UK recycling infrastructure is not set up
to fully treat the compostables that they
receive so it often ends up in landfill.
Go to extra lengths to make sure
compostable packaging is not put in
the mainstream recycling bins. It can
contaminate the whole bin, meaning
everything will go to landfill. For more
information on how to dispose of your
waste correctly, read the useful guide by
Refill or sign up to a waste masterclass.

GE

›

MA

›

THE NEW NORMAL
› All venues must have a deep clean and
sanitisation pre-event
› Think about all of your high-touch and
high-traffic areas. Regular disinfection and
cleaning of the surfaces is required hourly,
if not more, by designated staff
› Hand sanitiser dispensers will be
mandatory throughout venues. All staff
and attendees should sanitise their hands
after touching any item
› Touchless dispensers are preferred, as
dispenser buttons are high touch points
and must be disinfected between each use
› Shared items such as phones and
keyboards need to be disinfected between
use
› Sanitisers should have a minimum of 60
per cent alcohol content to be effective
against Covid-19
› Bins should be lidded and foot pedal
operated or automatic and should be
emptied, disinfected and liners replaced
hourly
› Refer to Gov.uk for guidance on the
type and dilution of cleaning products.
A postevent deep clean sanitisation is
required throughout the venue
› AV equipment needs to be sanitised preevent and throughout the event
› Toilets need to be deep cleaned after every
person. Cleaners should wear full PPE
which should be disposed of on a regular
basis
› All suppliers should
wear face masks
and gloves

YI

›

Who knew that washing your hands, for
how long and to what song would become
the conversation piece for the first half of
2020! Sanitising ourselves as well as our
surroundings is incredibly important in the
bid to stop the spread of Covid-19.

TT

›

5

Keeping
it Clean

GE

›

of the material you intend to use, the
items and size of packaging and if it
will be contaminated with food.
You can also contact the supplier of
the product itself to see how they
recommend disposing of the product
(e.g. Vegwear has a list of facilities that
can recycle its products)
From this advice, and based on your
available recycling facilities, create a
disposal plan ordering the correct bins
and booking your disposal collection
following the event
Keep it simple - use one material/
product brand for the entire event so it
makes recycling easier
Make sure your bins are labelled
correctly so it is clear to attendees
which bin is for which item: one wrong
throw could mean the entire bin goes
to landfill, along with your recycling
efforts!
Train your teams and brand
ambassadors on your disposal plan so
they can guide attendees to the right
bin throughout the event

and keep to the socially distant rules
› Don’t forget to publish and share your
procedures: visible cleaning activity will
give confidence to attendees. Think about
how you can get creative using signage.

Spotlight on…

GreenZone

GreenZone is a leading cleaning
company with sustainable practice at the
heart, delivering chemical free cleaning
without the harmful effects including
limited VOCs associated with damaging
health. GreenZone operates a zero to
landfill policy across all sites, educating
clients on waste hierarchy to minimise
waste on site and encourage the recycle,
re-use and recovery strategy.

Disinfect

Disinfect is an innovation and global
group that was established during
the height of the Covid-19 pandemic,
providing an entry point solution for
venues and gatherings. The sanitisation
units have a three step process, which
every member of staff and each attendee
must go through, not only providing
safety but also reassurance that
everyone has gone through the same
process.
The three step process begins with
a temperature check before moving
on to hand sanitisation and finally the
attendee walks through a dry mist which
kills any bacteria and virus it comes in
contact with that may be elsewhere
about the person.
The booths are made from a
recyclable aluminium framing system
and the company operates on a refill
system for the empty cleaning fluid
bottles.

EVENTS

GETTY IMAGES

So What Now?

6

People and
Community

Social sustainability promotes the
wellbeing of people and communities and
should be at the heart of every decision
that we make and every event we run.
Transparency and clear communication
around health and safety will be
demanded for every event moving forward,
meaning information required from
participants is going to stretch the limits of
privacy. Access to live events will be tighter,
requests may be made regarding the
health and travel information of staff and
participants and a system may be put into
place to assess risk.
As well as maintaining safety, the
fear factor has to be managed as well.
Attendees need to be reassured and feel
confident that as an event organiser, you
have put every measure possible in place
to prevent the risk and spread of Covid-19.
THE NEW NORMAL
› Keeping people safe is the key
responsibility of every event organiser
moving forward
› Access to events should be by
registration only. Registration will
require the health and travel information
of the participant in order to pass preclearance and have access to the event.
All event organisers must recognise
the sensitivity of this information and
protect the privacy of attendees as far as
possible
› Systems will need to measure the
likelihood of impact of the virus on an
attendee and confirm access
› Explore the government’s Track and
Trace process so you can contact all

attendees if someone was diagnosed
with Covid-19
› All staff and participants to the event
will be thermal scanned on arrival to
the venue. This must be clearly noted
in registration and briefings to ensure
consent
› Delegates refusing to undertake a
temperature check should be refused
entry
› Venues will need to be equipped with
thermal scanning and this will impact
on the choice of venues moving forward.
As well as Disinfect, we also recommend
Noba

Spotlight on…

OnePlan

Maintaining social distancing rules
in large gatherings is going to be
a challenge, one that many event
planners will not have experience
doing. But not to worry, this is where
online software from OnePlan, comes
into play.
OnePlan has developed a site
plan tool that includes a toolkit
of social distancing calculators
and assessments to support event
planning. The toolkit measures
your event space and calculates
how many people can fit in the area
while maintaining the set distance
between each person. Not only does
it calculate the social distance but
it can also model your arrival and
exit, allowing you to plan how many
people you can process in any given
time and the queuing space required
to ensure a smooth arrival process.

Calls for a ‘green recovery’ out of
Covid-19 have been growing with
global businesses and NGOs leading the
demand for a plan that avoids returning
back to the ‘normal’ which led to the
climate crisis in the first place and
towards a more sustainable future.
While we in the events industry
wait for a signal of when business can
resume, we have an opportunity to
ensure that it isn’t ‘business as usual’.
The companies that prosper will be
those that understand sustainability
cannot exist in a vacuum and will use
this time to invest in training their
teams in new working practices that put
economic, social, environmental and
cultural concerns at the heart of how
they deliver events.
It is often said that out of a crisis,
comes transformation. Ways of working
that previously seemed unattainable,
now feel within reach. Now is the time
to reorganise and restructure all that
we know. To reassess our company
values and priorities and to remodel our
approaches towards a more sustainable
future.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Selina Donald’s epiphany
moment came while
working on the London
2012 Opening and Closing
Ceremonies, which served as
memorable bookends for the
most sustainable Games to-date.
As well as the Games, Selina has been part
of high profile projects including England
2018 World Cup Bid, the Rio Olympics 2016
and as senior management for the ITV
events team. Recognising the antiquated
and wasteful approach to events, Selina
founded The Bulb in 2015 to champion
sustainability and legacy in the industry.
Fusing her expertise in event production
with sustainability, Selina provides
consultancy to event organisers, brands
and NGOs to transform their approach and
implement strategies that work in practice,
enabling them to create events with
environmental and social causes at the
heart. selina@thebulb.eco / www.thebulb.
eco / linkedin.com/in/selinadonald
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How will you
prepare for when
dining out is

BACK
ON THE
MENU?
TruDomes.com/dining-out

Come rain, shine or social distancing,
we’ve got you covered!
Whether it’s outdoor dining in a British summer or social
distancing the outlook can be… unpredictable. As
businesses look ahead to consider how they will trade in
the ‘new normal’, we know that to succeed we must
adapt to both changeable circumstances and weather.

T. 02476 326585

W. TruDomes.com

At TruDomes we’ve adapted too and we’re delighted to
add two new products to our range, designed to help
the hospitality, leisure and events industry provide
flexible outdoor spaces their guests will love.
Contact us today to get ahead of demand.

E. Hello@TruDomes.com

EVENTS

Back to Business
Products and services to support the events industry
REVOLUTIONISING POP-UP
ACCOMMODATION
Caboose & Co
01273 086368
www.cabooseandco.com
Caboose & Co. has been hustling
hard to survive the challenging
times that we’ve all found
ourselves in. Nimbly adapting,
the team has kept focused on
the goal of revolutionising the
pop-up accommodation market
and has used lockdown to get
creative.
With not one but two new
exciting product launches on the
cards, the Glamping Show then

the digital Showman’s Show
will unveil the new Caboose
offerings set to help event
organisers and landowners offer
a UK-exclusive to customers.
Designed to offer guests the
best possible night’s sleep, the
structures in the Caboose range
all include heating, sun terraces
and the luxuries needed for a
relaxing stay. Caboose provides
a year-round solution for event
organisers and landowners to
realise new profit streams and
maximise accommodation
opportunities. Hire and
purchase options are available.

COVID SECURITY AT THE
GLAMPING SHOW
The Event and Exhibition Partnership
0208 543 5588
www.theeventpartnership.co.uk
The Event and Exhibition Partnership
(EEP) is pleased to be back working and
supporting clients including The Glamping
Show at Stoneleigh, where it is providing
security and traffic stewarding.
Over the past few months, EEP has updated its
procedures, risk assessments and training programmes
to be Covid-19 prepared. The team is on hand to support with
staffing, advice, guidance and onsite teams to manage social
distancing, health and safety and ensure the Covid plans in
place are being adhered to, while not forgetting the need to be
security and safety aware in all other aspects of working and
greeting visitors.
EEP’s Liz Turner says: “We are here to help, with the right
team for the right job. It is good to be back.”

SHELTER FOR SOCIALLY DISTANT GATHERINGS
Tentickle Stretch Tents UK
0121 7401385
www.tentickle-stretchtents.co.uk
DON’T MISS THE SHOWMAN’S
SHOW DIGITAL
The Showman’s Show
www.showmans-directory.co.uk
The Showman’s Show Digital will
take place on 21-22 October with
a diverse programme of online
content. Regular exhibitors and
contributors to The Showman’s
Show have been asked to
send in news updates, Vlogs,
company showcases and product
demonstrations, which will be
shared across its website and
social media channels. A prerecorded virtual version of the
popular Vision:2025 conference
will also be included in the lineup.
Commenting on the digital
activity for 2020, show director
Johnny Lance said: “Our extensive
database and strong social
media following delivers an
excellent forum to bring together
an engaged audience of event

professionals and mark the two
days when The Showman’s Show
would normally take place. It’s
a great way for exhibitors to
promote themselves at a time
when it’s needed most. We want
to support them in any way that
we can so have offered them
the opportunity to get involved
completely free of charge.”

Having the time to spend with loved ones is of
great importance and being able to do that in a
variety of spaces and places makes for a much
more interesting experience. Having a gathering
place which allows for social distancing is of the
utmost importance during this season. A simple
lawn or field can be transformed into a sheltered
and inviting space without compromising on the
views or outdoor element.
Having one of Tentickle’s stretch tents gives
your guests the opportunity to get together with
friends and family (socially distanced) to sit, relax
and socialise in the great outdoors, whilst being
protected from the elements.
There are a range of sizes and colours to suit
a chosen style and tents can be configured and
set up to your preference. All stretch tents are
available for purchase or short/long-term let.
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Spot light

A roundup of products for the outdoor hospitality industry
GROUNDBREAKING FOLDAWAY
GLAMPING POD
Caboose & Co.
01273 086368
www.cabooseandco.com
Exclusively launching at The
Glamping Show, Caboose & Co.
brings to the UK a groundbreaking,
foldaway glamping pod; ‘The
Maverick’. Truly a revolution in the
market, the flat-pack product is
versatile, stackable, quick to deploy
and easy to store.
BAYASTAY TIMBER
GLAMPING DOME
Baya
07702 071105
www.bayahire.co.uk/baya-stay
The BayaStay is Baya’s brand new
multi-use model. It lends itself to
a variety of uses but is the perfect
option for impressive looking
alternative accommodation.
With a 5.6m diameter, domes can
sleep four people and sit on a riser
wall clad with Siberian larch. This

extra height means you can stand
right up to the internal wall –
perfect for fitting in any additional
amenities.
The cover is a premium, low
maintenance fabric which is tight
as a drum, easy to clean and
comes in an array of colours with
a matt finish. The expansive clear
front section can be rolled up for
warmer days.

HUTS TO DELIGHT AT THE
GLAMPING SHOW
Blackdown Shepherd Huts
01460 929774
www.blackdownshepherdhuts.co.uk
Leading shepherd hut makers
Blackdown are delighted to be
exhibiting their Brace and Turnkey
huts at the Glamping Show in
September on their usual stand
spot at OSA140, along with
showcasing an important element
of the outdoor experience that
EXPERIENCE-BASED AND
ALTERNATIVE ACCOMMODATION
Enchanted Creations
01252 561060
sales@enchantedcreations.co.uk
www.enchantedcreations.co.uk
Enchanted Creations is passionate
about providing design-led and
experience-based glamping
structures and alternative
accommodation. From pods and
cabins, to lodges and treehouse
accommodation, we believe that
68
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Providing a safe, lockable and
storm-proof sleeping space for up
to two people, ‘The Maverick’ allows
easy off-grid deployment thanks
to its low power requirement.
Designed to meet demand surges
for glamping products as the UK
staycation becomes the new norm,
Caboose & Co. will be expanding its
hire offering to a 100-strong fleet to
service pop-up accommodation at
glamping sites, festivals and events.
Purchase from £2,999+VAT – hire
option also available.

creating something unique and
extraordinary is key to help you
differentiate your destination from
the rest.
We are part of the Leisure Design
Projects Group, which means we can
offer far more than just the design
and build of your accommodation,
helping with turnkey project
management, masterplanning,
glamping feasibility studies,
pre-planning and full planning
applications. Book an online
meeting or site survey to get started!

many glamping guests enjoy – the
Hikki wood-fired hot tub.
With an extensive display space at
their base in Somerset, and a spot
at the Glamping Show, the display
huts allow buyers to see the high
quality of build and interiors that
Blackdown Shepherd Huts attain.
Duly inspired, many buyers add
their own unique touches and
build a hut that delights their
guests and provides an excellent
return on investment.

CLASSIC GLAMPING DOMES
TruDomes
02476 326585
www.trudomes.com
Glamping is in a unique position
right now – travellers are no
longer travelling abroad in such
large numbers, and everyone
is craving fresh air! If you are a
current or would-be glampsite
owner, there has arguably never
been a better time to expand or
start your business.

Our Classic Glamping dome offers
26 square metres of floor space,
leaving plentiful room for a family
and all their creature comforts.
Guests love the panoramic
window and generous head
height that brings the beauty
of the outdoors in. Meanwhile,
glampsite owners love a quick
return on their dome investment.

UK-BASED ENSUITE BUBBLES
Sleeping Bubbles
0800 002 5698
www.sleepingbubbles.co.uk
Available to hire or buy,
BubbleTents from Sleeping
Bubbles bring a unique sleeping
experience to glampsites. These
multi-purposes structures can be
adapted for many experiences,
from luxury accommodation to
outdoor dining. Privacy is no
problem with opaque areas of the
TIMBER FRAME CABINS THAT
DON’T COST THE EARTH
Frame & Log Cabin Co
01472 852704
www.frameandlogcabins.co.uk
Frame & Log Cabin Co
design, supply and build high
specification timber frame
cabins and structures for a wide
variety of uses including holiday
buildings of all shapes and sizes,
residential, B&B, offices, cafes
and outbuildings. Our services

bubbles, and bespoke bathrooms
can be added – essential during
the Covid-19 pandemic.
A bubble can be set up in just
30 minutes so a site can have a
bubble hotel in matter of hours.
For off-grid camp and glampsites,
a Solar Sleeping Bubble is being
created, fully powered by solar
energy. Portable and easy to install
anywhere, it avoids expensive
electric mains installation costs.

provide the benefits of a bespoke
build with the simplicity of an off
the shelf solution. We are a small
family business and, together
with carefully chosen partners
and suppliers, aim to deliver
sustainable, energy efficient, long
term value for customers, without
costing the earth.”

TREEHOUSE GLAMPING FOR ALL
Cheeky Monkey Treehouses
01403 732452
www.cheekymonkeytreehouses.com
Our team has over 15 years’
combined experience in designing
and building treehouses of all
shapes and sizes. From simple
elevated cabins to a complex
maze of rope bridges and tree top
hideaways. Whether it is a single
structure as a luxury escape for

two, or a field of individually built
family glamping pods, we provide
a personal treehouse consultation
service with you at your proposed
treehouse site, where ideas
can be gathered, shared and
implemented. Hand-drawn,
illustrated and three-dimensional
drawings are then created to suit
your needs and those of your
desired end user.
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Classified Directory
Finman
Glamping
Cabins and
BBQ Huts
From
£4,992
UNIQUE • QUALITY • CUSTOMISABLE

01389 887205 www.logspan.com

LET’S START AT THE
VERY BEGINNING...
Bespoke, innovative
glamping and treehouses.
We’ll make the imaginable
buildable!

www.enchantedcreations.co.uk
01252 561060
sales@enchantedcreations.co.uk

Bespoke Built Shepherd Huts
30 Year Guarantee on Steel Frame & Chassis
Finance Packages Available

IT ALL STARTS WITH TEA & CAKE
Call: 01527 821848

hello@riversidesheperdhuts.co.uk

www.riversidesheperdhuts.co.uk

HANDMADE
IN BRITAIN

First Class Glamping & Event Domes

We design, manufacture
and install low carbon
impact, sustainable
luxury structures inspired
by nature for private
landowners and the
hospitality sector

 TruDomes.com
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 02476 326585
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www.urbanblossom.co.uk
hello@urbanblossom.co.uk

unique designs for unique experiences

“WHAT FLOATS YOUR GLAMPBOAT”

If you got the lake, pond, or any water we’ve got the Pontoons to get your Pods AAoat.
Please check out www.matrixpontoons.co.uk

Wood fired hot tubs and saunas available to buy

Temporary Roadways

Temporary Walkways

Seating & Structures

FULL INSTALLATION SERVICE ~ NATIONWIDECOVERAGE
OVER 15 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN THE EVENT INDUSTRY

E:info@gttrax
T:@GTTrax
WWW.GTTRAX.CO.UK

Trade Fair for professionals
in outdoor hospitality
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Behind the Scenes with…

Rosanna Dean
Using TANKFEST 2019 to illustrate, Rosanna Dean gives a
comprehensive overview of her role as events manager
at The Tank Museum, Dorset

“THE EVENT ATTRACTED A
RECORD BREAKING 23,000
PEOPLE IN 2019 AND
ALSO WON GOLD AT THE
DORSET TOURISM AWARDS
FOR BEST FESTIVAL/
EVENT OF THE YEAR AND
INTERNATIONAL VISITOR
EXPERIENCE OF THE YEAR”

15:21

NO TWO days are the same in the position
of the events manager at The Tank Museum.
Beyond hosting one of the largest collection
of tanks in the world (300 and counting),
the museum is also Dorset’s largest indoor
visitor attraction.
We offer a diverse programme of indoor
and outdoor public events, plus spaces for
venue hire which have hosted events from
boxing matches and conferences to award
ceremony dinners and cycling events.
My role in all of this is to work with all
departments in the museum to bring
each of these projects together whilst
simultaneously seeking and developing
new opportunities for the museum within
the events format. Of course, I do not do
this alone and owe a lot to two top notch
event executives who support with the
demanding workload.
While there really is no set format to each
day in the office, for the sake of this feature
I have decided to focus on TANKFEST,
our flagship event of the year. The event
attracted a record breaking 23,000 people
in 2019 and also won Gold at the Dorset

Tourism Awards for Best Festival/Event of
the Year and International Visitor Experience
of the Year.
TANKFEST does exactly what it says on
the tin; it’s a festival of tanks – the biggest
display of moving armour in the world.
It’s a history festival with a difference;
it’s noisy and dusty, and it’s a stunning
and fascinating spectacle. It has a huge
international following – 25 per cent of our
visitors are from overseas. This is partly
due to the presence of event sponsors
Wargaming.net. Their onsite gaming centre
allows ticket holders to play World of Tanks
live from the event site, and allow others in
their global online community to access the
event from the comfort of their own sofas.
Outside of the arena, where we display
our unique collection of historic tanks in
action, visitors can explore living history
encampments, enjoy talks, live music,
and explore the many trade, catering and
exhibitors’ stalls.
You don’t have to be a tank nut or history
enthusiast to enjoy this event, but if you are
and want a more ‘VIP’ experience, we have
corporate packages available too.
The lead up to this event (just like any
other) is primarily administration focused.
Numerous spreadsheets are developed
and fed with various event schedules,
staffing matrix’s and briefings, graphic
design planning from signage to staff

PEOPLE

lanyards, production schedules, catering
requirements, booking and negotiating
suppliers, risk assessments, traffic
management plans, event management
plans, chairing Safety Advisory Groups for the
local authorities and MOD police, designing
site maps, running table top exercises
to practise safety measures, contracting
traders, exhibitors and entertainment,
negotiating sponsorship deals/requirements
for the events… and of course working with
key internal departments to make sure the
curation and overall operational plans of the
event complement each other to ensure for a
successful event.
It’s a year-round project that is managed
simultaneously with all of our other events
throughout the year. And when it comes to
the week of TANKFEST itself, it’s less likely
you’ll find me at my desk and more likely
you’ll find me running round making sure
that the set up schedule is running to plan.
It’s a very hands-on role.
As for the event weekend itself, a typical
TANKFEST for me starts at 5:00am. It’s an
early start but necessary to fit in the 45
minute commute to the site. I’m usually the
first in to unlock the museum and be on site
to welcome contractors to show them where
they need to be. It also pays to be the first
one in to get ahead and be ready to hit the
ground running for when the wider team
arrive.
Prior to gates opening, my key
responsibility is to check in with each zone
manager via Event Control and ensure they
are ready to open. The car parks are key as
naturally these are the first operational areas
to get hit in the morning, with early birds
who want to make sure they get in to the
show as quickly as possible.
Once gates have opened, my role becomes
the trouble shooter. Outside of ensuring the
parachute display team for the arena show
have a swift and smooth entrance/exit, I have
no designated tasks which ensures I am free
to deal with issues swiftly and efficiently as
they arise.
It sounds fairly calm but, particularly
on the first day of a major event like this,
there tend to be a lot of teething problems
74

“IT’S AN EXHAUSTING DAY – STEP COUNT EASILY MAKES
ITS WAY PAST 20KM BY 18:00 WHEN WE CLOSE. ONCE WE
HAVE SUCCESSFULLY SWEPT EACH ZONE CLEAR OF TICKET
HOLDERS, I’M BUSY LEADING THE TEAM TO MAKE SURE WE
ARE RESET READY FOR ANOTHER EARLY START”
with unfamiliar setups and temporary staff
adjusting to their duties.
Outside of any general operational issues
and enquiries, I am also responsible for
keeping an eye on crowd flow throughout
the site and being ready to be the first on
scene or to respond if there is an incident to
deal with.
I also spend my time checking in with our
external contractors to ensure everything is
running smoothly and acting as their main
point of contact should they have any issues.
It’s an exhausting day – step count easily
makes its way past 20km by 18:00 when we
close. Once we have successfully swept each
zone clear of ticket holders, I’m busy leading
the team to make sure we are reset ready
for another early start. A quick operations
meeting examines any minor changes we
may consider making in time for opening up
the next day. By the time this is done, I tend
to finish around 8pm and make my way back
home to start fresh tomorrow.
Once the event has concluded, it’s straight
into ‘wash up mode’, breaking down the
site, sending out evaluation questionnaires
and debriefing on how was can make
improvements for the following year while
it’s fresh in our minds. This is crucial and has
been key to the success in progressing the
event over the past 20 years. The first event
in 2000 attracted just under 1,000 visitors –
so it has come a long way.
Of course, with the busy schedule we have,
it’s normal for us to already be preparing
for the next event alongside delivering
TANKFEST. It’s not uncommon for us to have
a corporate hire booking to accommodate
amongst the breakdown period – which
is equally busy as we return the site to its

normal state.
The summers are particularly busy here,
but the diversity in programme and creative
opportunities we’re able to facilitate is what
I love about my role at The Tank Museum.
Having only been here a couple of years,
I feel very privileged to have been able to
develop the events programme so much
already with the support of the wider team,
while also expanding to bring in new projects
including Keep on Track, the museum’s first
wellbeing event and, even more recently,
weddings!
Of course though, it’s important to note
that things have changed quite dramatically
in the past few months as to how we can
operate events (and the museum in general)
due to Covid-19. Despite months of facing
the unimaginable, we’ve so far managed
to successfully complete one Covid-secure,
profitable event since lockdown has eased
– and are hosting two more in two weeks’
time.
The success of this is primarily due to
careful crowd management, programming
and admissions procedures. As a result
of this success, it’s evident my role for
the next year will be primarily focused on
re-developing our existing events to fit
the continuously developing government
guidance, while bringing in new projects
that can safely operate within the confines of
these boundaries.

MORE INFO
For more information on The Tank
Museum’s events and venue hire, visit
www.tankmuseum.org
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